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7s contain -RS- 

ACCURST ACCRSTU accursed (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

ADVERSE ADEERSV acting in opposition [adj] 

AIRSHED ADEHIRS air supply of given region [n -S] 

AIRSHIP AHIIPRS lighter-than-air aircraft having propulsion and steering systems [n -S] 

AIRSHOT AHIORST aircheck (recording made from radio broadcast) [n -S] 

AIRSHOW AHIORSW exhibition of aircraft stunts [n -S] 

AIRSICK ACIIKRS nauseated from flying in airplane [adj] 

AIRSIDE ADEIIRS side of airport terminal facing aircraft [n -S] 

AIRSOME AEIMORS cold (having little or no warmth) [adj] 

ARSENAL AAELNRS collection or supply of weapons [n -S] 

ARSENIC ACEINRS metallic element [n -S] 

ARSHINS AHINRSS ARSHIN, archine (Russian unit of linear measure) [n] 

ARSINES AEINRSS ARSINE, poisonous gas [n] 

ASPERSE AEEPRSS to spread false charges against [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ATHIRST AHIRSTT having strong desire [adj] 

BECURSE BCEERSU to curse severely [v -D, -ST, -SING, -S] 

BECURST BCERSTU BECURSE, to curse severely [v] 

BERSEEM BEEEMRS clover (plant) [n -S] 

BERSERK BEEKRRS fierce warrior [n -S] 

BORSCHT BCHORST beet soup [n -S] 

BORSHTS BHORSST BORSHT, borscht (beet soup) [n] 

BORSTAL ABLORST reformatory [n -S] 

BOURSES BEORSSU BOURSE, stock exchange [n] 

BOURSIN BINORSU trademark [n -S] 

BURSARY ABRRSUY college treasury [n -RIES] 

BURSATE ABERSTU pertaining to bursa (bodily pouch) [adj] 

BURSEED BDEERSU coarse weed [n -S] 

BURSERA ABERRSU designating family of shrubs and trees [adj] 

BURSTED BDERSTU BURST, to break open suddenly or violently [v] 

BURSTER BERRSTU one that bursts (to break open suddenly or violently) [n -S] 

CARSICK ACCIKRS nauseated from riding in car [adj] 

CIRSOID CDIIORS varicose (abnormally swollen or dilated) [adj] 

COARSEN ACENORS to make coarse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COARSER ACEORRS COARSE, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

CORSACS ACCORSS CORSAC, Asian fox [n] 

CORSAGE ACEGORS small bouquet of flowers [n -S] 

CORSAIR ACIORRS pirate [n -S] 

CORSETS CEORSST CORSET, to fit with corset (supporting undergarment) [v] 

CORSLET CELORST corselet (piece of body armor) [n -S] 

COURSED CDEORSU COURSE, to cause hounds to chase game [v] 

COURSER CEORRSU one that courses (to cause hounds to chase game) [n -S] 

COURSES CEORSSU COURSE, to cause hounds to chase game [v] 

CURSING CGINRSU CURSE, to wish evil upon [v] 

CURSIVE CEIRSUV style of print [n -S] 

CURSORY CORRSUY hasty and superficial [adj] 
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DARSHAN AADHNRS Hindu blessing [n -S] 

DIVERSE DEEIRSV different [adj] 

DORSALS ADLORSS DORSAL, dorsally located anatomical part [n] 

DORSELS DELORSS DORSEL, dossal (ornamental cloth hung behind altar) [n] 

EARSHOT AEHORST range within which sound can be heard [n -S] 

EMERSED DEEEMRS standing out of water [adj] 

ENDORSE DEENORS to sign back of negotiable document [v -D, -SING, -S] 

FARSIDE ADEFIRS farther side [n -S] 

FIRSTLY FILRSTY before all others [adv] 

FORSAKE AEFKORS to quit or leave entirely [v -SOOK, -N, -KING, -S] 

GIRSHES EGHIRSS GIRSH, qursh (monetary unit of Saudi Arabia) [n] 

GORSIER EGIORRS GORSY, abounding in gorse [adj] 

GURSHES EGHRSSU GURSH, qursh (monetary unit of Saudi Arabia) [n] 

HARSHEN AEHHNRS to make harsh [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HARSHER AEHHRRS HARSH, severe (unsparing in treatment of others) [adj] 

HARSHLY AHHLRSY HARSH, severe (unsparing in treatment of others) [adv] 

HARSLET AEHLRST haslet (edible viscera of animal) [n -S] 

HEARSAY AAEHRSY secondhand information [n -S] 

HEARSED ADEEHRS HEARSE, to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses) [v] 

HEARSES AEEHRSS HEARSE, to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses) [v] 

HERSELF EEFHLRS form of 3d person sing. feminine pronoun [pron] 

HIRSELS EHILRSS HIRSEL, to herd sheep [v] 

HIRSLED DEHILRS HIRSLE, to slide along [v] 

HIRSLES EHILRSS HIRSLE, to slide along [v] 

HIRSUTE EHIRSTU hairy (covered with hair) [adj] 

HOARSEN AEHNORS to make hoarse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOARSER AEHORRS HOARSE, low and rough in sound [adj] 

HORSIER EHIORRS HORSEY, horsy (resembling horse) [adj] / HORSY [adj] 

HORSIES EHIORSS HORSIE, child's name for horse [n] 

HORSILY HILORSY in horsy (resembling horse) manner [adv] 

HORSING GHINORS HORSE, to provide with horse (large, hoofed mammal) [v] 

HORSTES EHORSST HORSTE, horst (portion of earth's crust) [n] 

IMMERSE EEIMMRS to plunge into liquid [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INBURST BINRSTU act of bursting inward [n -S] 

INDORSE DEINORS to endorse (to sign back of negotiable document) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INVERSE EEINRSV to reverse (to turn or move in opposite direction) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

JARSFUL AFJLRSU JARFUL, quantity held by jar (cylindrical container) [n] 

JERSEYS EEJRSSY JERSEY, close-fitting knitted shirt [n] 

KARSTIC ACIKRST KARST, limestone region [adj] 

KERSEYS EEKRSSY KERSEY, woolen cloth [n] 

MARSALA AAALMRS Sicilian wine [n -S] 

MARSHAL AAHLMRS to put in proper order [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MARSHED ADEHMRS MARSH, tract of low, wet land [adj] 

MARSHES AEHMRSS MARSH, tract of low, wet land [n] 

MORSELS ELMORSS MORSEL, to divide into small pieces [v] 

NURSERY ENRRSUY room for young children [n -RIES] 
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NURSING GINNRSU profession of one who nurses [n -S] / NURSE, to care for sick or infirm [v] 

OARSMAN AAMNORS person who rows boat [n -MEN] 

OBVERSE BEEORSV side of coin bearing main design [n -S] 

OERSTED DEEORST unit of magnetic intensity [n -S] 

OURSELF EFLORSU myself -- used in formal or regal contexts [pron] 

OVERSAD ADEORSV excessively sad [adj] 

OVERSEA AEEORSV overseas (beyond or across sea) [adv] 

OVERSEE EEEORSV to watch over and direct [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERSET EEORSTV to turn or tip over [v OVERSET, -ING, -S] 

OVERSEW EEORSVW to overhand (to sew with short, vertical stitches) [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERSUP EOPRSUV to sup to excess [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PARSECS ACEPRSS PARSEC, unit of astronomical distance [n] 

PARSING AGINPRS PARSE, to describe and analyze grammatically [v] 

PARSLEY AELPRSY cultivated herb [n -S] 

PARSNIP AINPPRS European herb [n -S] 

PARSONS ANOPRSS PARSON, clergyman [n] 

PERSALT AELPRST chemical salt [n -S] 

PERSIST EIPRSST to continue resolutely in some activity [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERSONA AENOPRS character in literary work [n -E, -S] / public role that person assumes [n -S] 

PERSONS ENOPRSS PERSON, human being [n] 

PERSPEX EEPPRSX trademark [n -ES] 

PURSIER EIPRRSU PURSY, short of breath [adj] 

PURSILY ILPRSUY in pursy (short of breath) manner [adv] 

PURSING GINPRSU PURSE, to pucker (to gather into small wrinkles or folds) [v] 

PURSUED DEPRSUU PURSUE, to follow in order to overtake or capture [v] 

PURSUER EPRRSUU one that pursues (to follow in order to overtake or capture) [n -S] 

PURSUES EPRSSUU PURSUE, to follow in order to overtake or capture [v] 

PURSUIT IPRSTUU act of pursuing (to follow in order to overtake or capture) [n -S] 

QURSHES EHQRSSU QURSH, monetary unit of Saudi Arabia [n] 

REMORSE EEMORRS deep anguish caused by sense of guilt [n -S] 

REVERSE EEERRSV to turn or move in opposite direction [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REVERSO EEORRSV verso (left-hand page of book) [n -S] 

SARSENS AENRSSS SARSEN, large sandstone block [n] 

SARSNET AENRSST sarcenet (silk fabric) [n -S] 

SOURSOP OOPRSSU tropical tree [n -S] 

SPARSER AEPRRSS SPARSE, thinly distributed [adj] 

TARSALS AALRSST TARSAL, bone of foot [n] 

TARSIAS AAIRSST TARSIA, intarsia (decorative technique) [n] 

TARSIER AEIRRST nocturnal primate [n -S] 

TERSELY EELRSTY TERSE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adv] 

TERSEST EERSSTT TERSE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj] 

THIRSTS HIRSSTT THIRST, to feel desire or need to drink [v] 

THIRSTY HIRSTTY feeling desire or need to drink [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

THYRSES EHRSSTY THYRSE, thyrsus (type of flower cluster) [n] 

THYRSUS HRSSTUY type of flower cluster [n -RSI] 

TORSADE ADEORST twisted cord [n -S] 
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TORSION INOORST act of twisting (to combine by winding together) [n -S] 

UNHORSE EHNORSU to cause to fall from horse [v -D, -SING, -S] 

VARSITY AIRSTVY principal team representing university, college, or school in any activity [n -TIES] 

VERSALS AELRSSV VERSAL, ornate capital letter used to begin verse or paragraph [n] 

VERSANT AENRSTV slope of mountain or mountain chain [n -S] 

VERSERS EERRSSV VERSER, verseman (one who versifies) [n] 

VERSETS EERSSTV VERSET, versicle (short line of metrical writing) [n] 

VERSIFY EFIRSVY to change from prose into metrical form [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

VERSINE EEINRSV trigonometric function of angle [n -S] 

VERSING EGINRSV VERSE, to versify (to change from prose into metrical form) [v] 

VERSINS EINRSSV VERSIN, versine (trigonometric function of angle) [n] 

VERSION EINORSV to create new account or description from particular point of view [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VERSTES EERSSTV VERSTE, verst (Russian measure of distance) [n] 

WARSAWS AARSSWW WARSAW, marine fish [n] 

WARSHIP AHIPRSW ship armed for combat [n -S] 

WARSLED ADELRSW WARSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

WARSLER AELRRSW wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n -S] 

WARSLES AELRSSW WARSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

WARSTLE AELRSTW to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WORSENS ENORSSW WORSEN, to make or become worse [v] 

WORSETS EORSSTW WORSET, worsted (woolen yarn) [n] 

WORSHIP HIOPRSW to honor and love as divine being [v -ED, -PPED -ING, -PPING, -S] 

WORSTED DEORSTW  woolen yarn [n -S] / WORST, to defeat (to win victory over) [v] 

 

7s end -RS 

ABASERS AABERSS ABASER, one that abases (to lower in rank, prestige, or esteem) [n] 

ABATERS AABERST ABATER, one that abates (to reduce in degree or intensity) [n] 

ABATORS AABORST ABATOR, one that unlawfully seizes inheritance [n] 

ABIDERS ABDEIRS ABIDER, one that abides (to accept without objection) [n] 

ABUSERS ABERSSU ABUSER, one that abuses (to use wrongly or improperly) [n] 

ADORERS ADEORRS ADORER, one that adores (to love deeply) [n] 

AETHERS AEEHRST AETHER, upper region of atmosphere [n] 

AFFAIRS AAFFIRS AFFAIR, anything done or to be done [n] 

ALEGARS AAEGLRS ALEGAR, sour ale [n] 

ALINERS AEILNRS ALINER, aligner (one that aligns (to arrange in straight line)) [n] 

ALMNERS AELMNRS ALMNER, almoner (one that distributes alms) [n] 

AMBEERS ABEEMRS AMBEER, tobacco juice [n] 

AMBLERS ABELMRS AMBLER, one that ambles (to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner)) [n] 

AMUSERS AEMRSSU AMUSER, one that amuses (to occupy pleasingly) [n] 

ANCHORS ACHNORS ANCHOR, to secure by means of anchor (device for holding floating vessel in place) [v] 

ANGLERS AEGLNRS ANGLER, one that angles (to fish with hook and line) [n] 

ANSWERS AENRSSW ANSWER, to say, write, or act in return [v] 

ANTHERS AEHNRST ANTHER, pollen-bearing part of stamen [n] 

ANTIARS AAINRST ANTIAR, arrow poison [n] 

ANTLERS AELNRST ANTLER, horn of animal of deer family [n] 

APPEARS AAEPPRS APPEAR, to come into view [v] 
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ARBOURS ABORRSU ARBOUR, shady garden shelter [n] 

ARCHERS ACEHRRS ARCHER, one that shoots with bow and arrow [n] 

ARDOURS ADORRSU ARDOUR, ardor (intensity of emotion) [n] 

ARGUERS AEGRRSU ARGUER, one that argues (to present reasons for or against) [n] 

ARMOURS AMORRSU ARMOUR, to armor (to furnish with armor (defensive covering)) [v] 

ARREARS AAERRRS ARREAR, unpaid and overdue debt [n] 

ASHLARS AAHLRSS ASHLAR, to build with squared stones [v] 

ASHLERS AEHLRSS ASHLER, to ashlar (to build with squared stones) [v] 

ATONERS AENORST ATONER, one that atones (to make amends or reparation) [n] 

AUTEURS AERSTUU AUTEUR, creator of film [n] 

AUTHORS AHORSTU AUTHOR, to write (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument) [v] 

AVATARS AAARSTV AVATAR, incarnation of Hindu deity [n] 

AVOWERS AEORSVW AVOWER, one that avows (to declare openly) [n] 

BACKERS ABCEKRS BACKER, supporter (one that supports (to hold up or add strength to)) [n] 

BADGERS ABDEGRS BADGER, to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 

BAGGERS ABEGGRS BAGGER, one that bags (to put into bag (flexible container)) [n] 

BAIDARS AABDIRS BAIDAR, bidarka (Inuit canoe) [n] 

BAILERS ABEILRS BAILER, bailor (person who bails property to another) [n] 

BAILORS ABILORS BAILOR, person who bails property to another [n] 

BAITERS ABEIRST BAITER, one that baits (to lure (to attract with something desirable)) [n] 

BALKERS ABEKLRS BALKER, one that balks (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [n] 

BALLERS ABELLRS BALLER, one that balls (to form into ball (spherical object)) [n] 

BANDERS ABDENRS BANDER, one that bands (to decorate with flexible strips of material) [n] 

BANGERS ABEGNRS BANGER, sausage (finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing) [n] 

BANKERS ABEKNRS BANKER, one who works in bank [n] 

BANNERS ABENNRS BANNER, to furnish with flag [v] 

BANTERS ABENRST BANTER, to exchange mildly teasing remarks [v] 

BARBERS ABBERRS BARBER, to cut hair [v] 

BARKERS ABEKRRS BARKER, one that barks (to cry like dog) [n] 

BARTERS ABERRST BARTER, to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity) [v] 

BASHERS ABEHRSS BASHER, one that bashes (to smash (to shatter violently)) [n] 

BASTERS ABERSST BASTER, one that bastes (to sew loosely together) [n] 

BATHERS ABEHRST BATHER, one that bathes (to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid)) [n] 

BATTERS ABERSTT BATTER, to beat repeatedly [v] 

BAWLERS ABELRSW BAWLER, one that bawls (to cry loudly) [n] 

BAZAARS AAABRSZ BAZAAR, marketplace [n] 

BEADERS ABDEERS BEADER, one that beads (to adorn with beads (round pieces of glass)) [n] 

BEAKERS ABEEKRS BEAKER, large cup [n] 

BEARERS ABEERRS BEARER, one that bears (to endure (to last)) [n] 

BEATERS ABEERST BEATER, one that beats (to strike repeatedly) [n] 

BEAVERS ABEERSV BEAVER, to work hard [v] 

BEDDERS BDDEERS BEDDER, one that makes up beds [n] 

BEEPERS BEEEPRS BEEPER, signaling device [n] 

BEEZERS BEEERSZ BEEZER, nose [n] 

BEGGARS ABEGGRS BEGGAR, to impoverish [v] 

BELIERS BEEILRS BELIER, one that belies (to misrepresent) [n] 
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BELTERS BEELRST BELTER, one that belts (to fasten with belt (strap or band worn around waist)) [n] 

BENDERS BDEENRS BENDER, one that bends (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [n] 

BERBERS BBEERRS BERBER, type of carpet [n] 

BESTIRS BEIRSST BESTIR, to rouse (to bring out of state of sleep or inactivity) [v] 

BETTERS BEERSTT BETTER, to improve (to make better) [v] 

BETTORS BEORSTT BETTOR, one that bets (to wager (to risk on uncertain outcome)) [n] 

BEZOARS ABEORSZ BEZOAR, gastric mass [n] 

BIBBERS BBBEIRS BIBBER, tippler (one that tipples (to drink alcoholic beverages)) [n] 

BICKERS BCEIKRS BICKER, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

BIDDERS BDDEIRS BIDDER, one that bids (to make bid (offer of price)) [n] 

BILKERS BEIKLRS BILKER, one that bilks (to cheat (to defraud)) [n] 

BILLERS BEILLRS BILLER, one that bills (to present statement of costs to) [n] 

BINDERS BDEINRS BINDER, one that binds (to tie or secure) [n] 

BINGERS BEGINRS BINGER, one that binges (to indulge in something to excess) [n] 

BIRDERS BDEIRRS BIRDER, bird hunter [n] 

BIRLERS BEILRRS BIRLER, one that birls (to rotate floating log) [n] 

BISTERS BEIRSST BISTER, brown pigment [n] 

BITTERS BEIRSTT BITTER, to make bitter [v] 

BLADERS ABDELRS BLADER, one that blades (to skate on in-line skates) [n] 

BLAMERS ABELMRS BLAMER, one that blames (to find fault with) [n] 

BLAZERS ABELRSZ BLAZER, lightweight jacket [n] 

BLOWERS BELORSW BLOWER, one that blows (to damn (to curse)) [n] 

BOATERS ABEORST BOATER, one that boats (to travel by boat (watercraft)) [n] 

BOBBERS BBBEORS BOBBER, one that bobs (to move up and down) [n] 

BOILERS BEILORS BOILER, vessel for boiling [n] 

BOLTERS BELORST BOLTER, sifting machine [n] 

BOMBERS BBEMORS BOMBER, one that bombs (to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles)) [n] 

BONDERS BDENORS BONDER, one that bonds (to join together) [n] 

BONKERS BEKNORS crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

BOOGERS BEGOORS BOOGER, bogeyman (terrifying creature) [n] 

BOOKERS BEKOORS BOOKER, one that books (to engage services) [n] 

BOOMERS BEMOORS BOOMER, one that booms (to make deep, resonant sound) [n] 

BOOZERS BEOORSZ BOOZER, one that boozes (to drink liquor excessively) [n] 

BOPPERS BEOPPRS BOPPER, bebopper (one that likes bebop) [n] 

BORDERS BDEORRS BORDER, to put border (edge) on [v] 

BOTHERS BEHORST BOTHER, to annoy (to be troublesome to) [v] 

BOVVERS BEORSVV BOVVER, rowdy behavior [n] 

BOWLERS BELORSW BOWLER, one that bowls (to play at bowling) [n] 

BOWSERS BEORSSW BOWSER, truck having tank for fuel or water [n] 

BOWYERS BEORSWY BOWYER, maker of archery bows [n] 

BOXCARS ABCORSX BOXCAR, roofed freight car [n] 

BRACERS ABCERRS BRACER, one that braces (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [n] 

BRAVERS ABERRSV BRAVER, one that braves (to face with courage) [n] 

BRAYERS ABERRSY BRAYER, roller used to spread ink [n] 

BRAZERS ABERRSZ BRAZER, one that brazes (to solder together) [n] 

BREWERS BEERRSW BREWER, one that brews (to make beer or like) [n] 
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BRIBERS BBEIRRS BRIBER, one that bribes (to practice bribery) [n] 

BRINERS BEINRRS BRINER, one that brines (to treat with brine (salted water)) [n] 

BROKERS BEKORRS BROKER, to act as broker (agent who buys and sells stocks) [v] 

BUCKERS BCEKRSU BUCKER, bucking horse [n] 

BUDDERS BDDERSU BUDDER, one that buds (to put forth buds (undeveloped plant parts)) [n] 

BUDGERS BDEGRSU BUDGER, one that budges (to move slightly) [n] 

BUFFERS BEFFRSU BUFFER, to cushion (to pad with soft material) [v] 

BUGGERS BEGGRSU BUGGER, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

BUGLERS BEGLRSU BUGLER, one that plays bugle [n] 

BULGARS ABGLRSU BULGAR, bulgur (crushed wheat) [n] 

BULGERS BEGLRSU BULGER, golf club [n] 

BULGURS BGLRSUU BULGUR, crushed wheat [n] 

BULKERS BEKLRSU BULKER, ship that carries cargo in bulk (mass) [n] 

BUMMERS BEMMRSU BUMMER, one that bums (to live idly) [n] 

BUMPERS BEMPRSU BUMPER, to fill to brim [v] 

BUNKERS BEKNRSU BUNKER, to store in large bin [v] 

BUNTERS BENRSTU BUNTER, one that bunts (to butt (to hit with head)) [n] 

BURGERS BEGRRSU BURGER, hamburger [n] 

BURIERS BEIRRSU BURIER, one that buries (to put in ground and cover with earth) [n] 

BURKERS BEKRRSU BURKER, one that burkes (to murder by suffocation) [n] 

BURLERS BELRRSU BURLER, one that burls (to finish cloth by removing lumps) [n] 

BURNERS BENRRSU BURNER, one that burns (to destroy by fire) [n] 

BURRERS BERRRSU BURRER, one that burrs (to remove rough edge from) [n] 

BURSARS ABRRSSU BURSAR, college treasurer [n] 

BUSBARS ABBRSSU BUSBAR, type of electrical conductor [n] 

BUSHERS BEHRSSU BUSHER, minor league baseball player [n] 

BUSKERS BEKRSSU BUSKER, roaming entertainer [n] 

BUSTERS BERSSTU BUSTER, one that breaks up something [n] 

BUTLERS BELRSTU BUTLER, male servant [n] 

BUTTERS BERSTTU BUTTER, to spread with butter (milk product) [v] 

BUZZERS BERSUZZ BUZZER, signaling device [n] 

CABLERS ABCELRS CABLER, one that supplies cable [n] 

CADGERS ACDEGRS CADGER, one that cadges (to get by begging) [n] 

CAESARS AACERSS CAESAR, emperor (ruler of empire) [n] 

CAHIERS ACEHIRS CAHIER, notebook (book in which to write) [n] 

CALCARS AACCLRS CALCAR, type of oven (enclosed compartment in which substances are heated) [n] 

CALKERS ACEKLRS CALKER, one that calks (to caulk (to make seams of ship watertight)) [n] 

CALLERS ACELLRS CALLER, one that calls (to summon (to order to appear)) [n] 

CAMBERS ABCEMRS CAMBER, to arch slightly [v] 

CAMPERS ACEMPRS CAMPER, one that camps (to live in open) [n] 

CANCERS ACCENRS CANCER, malignant growth [n] 

CANDORS ACDNORS CANDOR, frankness; sincerity [n] 

CANKERS ACEKNRS CANKER, to affect with ulcerous sores [v] 

CANNERS ACENNRS CANNER, one that cans food [n] 

CANOERS ACENORS CANOER, one who canoes [n] 

CANTERS ACENRST CANTER, to ride horse at moderate pace [v] 
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CANTORS ACNORST CANTOR, religious singer [n] 

CAPPERS ACEPPRS CAPPER, capmaker (one that makes caps) [n] 

CAPTORS ACOPRST CAPTOR, one who takes or holds captive [n] 

CARDERS ACDERRS CARDER, one that does carding [n] 

CAREERS ACEERRS CAREER, to go at full speed [v] 

CARPERS ACEPRRS CARPER, one that carps (to find fault unreasonably) [n] 

CARTERS ACERRST CARTER, one that carts (to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle)) [n] 

CARVERS ACERRSV CARVER, one that carves (to form by cutting) [n] 

CASTERS ACERSST CASTER, small, swiveling wheel [n] 

CASTORS ACORSST CASTOR, caster (small, swiveling wheel) [n] 

CAUSERS ACERSSU CAUSER, one that causes (to bring about) [n] 

CAVIARS AACIRSV CAVIAR, roe of sturgeon [n] 

CEILERS CEEILRS CEILER, one that ceils (to furnish with ceiling) [n] 

CELLARS ACELLRS CELLAR, to store in underground room [v] 

CENSERS CEENRSS CENSER, vessel for burning incense [n] 

CENSORS CENORSS CENSOR, to delete objectionable word or passage [v] 

CENTERS CEENRST CENTER, to place at center (midpoint) [v] 

CHADARS AACDHRS CHADAR, chador (large shawl) [n] 

CHADORS ACDHORS CHADOR, large shawl [n] 

CHAFERS ACEFHRS CHAFER, large beetle [n] 

CHASERS ACEHRSS CHASER, one that chases (to pursue (to follow in order to overtake or capture)) [n] 

CHAWERS ACEHRSW CHAWER, one that chaws (to chew (to crush or grind with teeth)) [n] 

CHEDERS CDEEHRS CHEDER, heder (Jewish school) [n] 

CHEWERS CEEHRSW CHEWER, one that chews (to crush or grind with teeth) [n] 

CHIDERS CDEHIRS CHIDER, one that chides (to scold (to rebuke harshly)) [n] 

CHIMARS ACHIMRS CHIMAR, chimere (bishop's robe) [n] 

CHIMERS CEHIMRS CHIMER, one that chimes (to ring harmoniously) [n] 

CHOKERS CEHKORS CHOKER, one that chokes (to impede breathing of) [n] 

CHOLERS CEHLORS CHOLER, anger [n] 

CHUKARS ACHKRSU CHUKAR, game bird [n] 

CINDERS CDEINRS CINDER, to reduce to cinders (ashes) [v] 

CIPHERS CEHIPRS CIPHER, to solve problems in arithmetic [v] 

CITHERS CEHIRST CITHER, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

CLAMORS ACLMORS CLAMOR, to make loud outcries [v] 

CLAVERS ACELRSV CLAVER, to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v] 

CLAWERS ACELRSW CLAWER, one that claws (to scratch with claws (sharp, curved toenails)) [n] 

CLIVERS CEILRSV annual herb [n CLIVERS] 

CLONERS CELNORS CLONER, one that clones (to reproduce by asexual means) [n] 

CLOSERS CELORSS CLOSER, one that closes (to block against entry or passage) [n] 

CLOVERS CELORSV CLOVER, plant [n] 

COALERS ACELORS COALER, one that supplies coal [n] 

COATERS ACEORST COATER, one that coats (to cover with coat (outer garment)) [n] 

COAXERS ACEORSX COAXER, one that coaxes (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [n] 

COBBERS BBCEORS COBBER, comrade (close friend) [n] 

COCKERS CCEKORS COCKER, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

CODDERS CDDEORS CODDER, cod fisherman [n] 
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CODGERS CDEGORS CODGER, old man [n] 

COFFERS CEFFORS COFFER, to put in strongbox [v] 

COHEIRS CEHIORS COHEIR, joint heir [n] 

COILERS CEILORS COILER, one that coils (to wind in even rings) [n] 

COINERS CEINORS COINER, one that coins (to make coins (metal currency)) [n] 

COLLARS ACLLORS COLLAR, to provide with collar (something worn around neck) [v] 

COLOURS CLOORSU COLOUR, to color (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to) [v] 

COLTERS CELORST COLTER, blade on plow [n] 

COMBERS BCEMORS COMBER, one that combs (to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument)) [n] 

CONCURS CCNORSU CONCUR, to agree (to have same opinion) [v] 

CONDORS CDNOORS CONDOR, coin of Chile [n] 

CONFERS CEFNORS CONFER, to bestow (to present as gift) [v] 

CONGERS CEGNORS CONGER, marine eel [n] 

CONKERS CEKNORS CONKER, chestnut used in British game [n] 

CONNERS CENNORS CONNER, one that cons (to study carefully) [n] 

CONNORS CNNOORS CONNOR, saltwater fish [n] 

COOKERS CEKOORS COOKER, one that cooks (to prepare food by heating) [n] 

COOLERS CELOORS COOLER, something that cools (to make less warm) [n] 

COOPERS CEOOPRS COOPER, to make or mend barrels [v] 

COOTERS CEOORST COOTER, turtle [n] 

COPIERS CEIOPRS COPIER, one that copies (to imitate (to behave in same way as)) [n] 

COPPERS CEOPPRS COPPER, to cover with copper (metallic element) [v] 

COPTERS CEOPRST COPTER, helicopter [n] 

CORDERS CDEORRS CORDER, one that cords (to fasten with cord (thin rope)) [n] 

CORKERS CEKORRS CORKER, one that corks (to stop up) [n] 

CORNERS CENORRS CORNER, to gain control of [v] 

COSHERS CEHORSS COSHER, to coddle (to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence)) [v] 

COSTARS ACORSST COSTAR, to star with another actor [v] 

COSTERS CEORSST COSTER, hawker of fruit or vegetables [n] 

COTTARS ACORSTT COTTAR, tenant farmer [n] 

COTTERS CEORSTT COTTER, pin or wedge used for fastening parts together [n] 

COUGARS ACGORSU COUGAR, mountain lion [n] 

COUTERS CEORSTU COUTER, piece of armor for elbow [n] 

CRATERS ACERRST CRATER, to form cavities in surface [v] 

CRAVERS ACERRSV CRAVER, one that craves (to desire greatly) [n] 

CROWERS CEORRSW CROWER, one that crows (to boast (to brag)) [n] 

CROZERS CEORRSZ CROZER, croze (tool used in barrel-making) [n] 

CULLERS CELLRSU CULLER, one that culls (to select from others) [n] 

CULVERS CELRSUV CULVER, pigeon (short-legged bird) [n] 

CUMBERS BCEMRSU CUMBER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

CUMMERS CEMMRSU CUMMER, godmother [n] 

CUNNERS CENNRSU CUNNER, marine fish [n] 

CUPPERS CEPPRSU CUPPER, one that performs cupping [n] 

CURBERS BCERRSU CURBER, one that curbs (to restrain (to hold back from action)) [n] 

CURLERS CELRRSU CURLER, one that curls (to form into ringlets) [n] 

CURSERS CERRSSU CURSER, one that curses (to wish evil upon) [n] 
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CURSORS CORRSSU CURSOR, light indicator on computer display [n] 

CUSSERS CERSSSU CUSSER, one that cusses (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [n] 

CUTLERS CELRSTU CUTLER, one who sells and repairs cutting tools [n] 

CUTTERS CERSTTU CUTTER, one that cuts (to divide into parts with sharp-edged instrument) [n] 

CYCLERS CCELRSY CYCLER, cyclist (one who rides bicycle) [n] 

CYPHERS CEHPRSY CYPHER, to cipher (to solve problems in arithmetic) [v] 

DABBERS ABBDERS DABBER, one that dabs (to touch lightly) [n] 

DACKERS ACDEKRS DACKER, to waver (to move back and forth) [v] 

DAGGERS ADEGGRS DAGGER, to stab with small knife [v] 

DAIKERS ADEIKRS DAIKER, to dacker (to waver (to move back and forth)) [v] 

DAMMARS AADMMRS DAMMAR, hard resin [n] 

DAMMERS ADEMMRS DAMMER, dammar (hard resin) [n] 

DAMNERS ADEMNRS DAMNER, one that damns (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [n] 

DAMPERS ADEMPRS DAMPER, one that damps (to lessen in intensity) [n] 

DANCERS ACDENRS DANCER, one that dances (to move rhythmically to music) [n] 

DANDERS ADDENRS DANDER, to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

DANGERS ADEGNRS DANGER, to endanger (to imperil (to place in jeopardy)) [v] 

DARBARS AABDRRS DARBAR, durbar (court of native ruler in India) [n] 

DARNERS ADENRRS DARNER, one that darns (to mend with interlacing stitches) [n] 

DARTERS ADERRST DARTER, one that darts (to move suddenly or swiftly) [n] 

DASHERS ADEHRSS DASHER, one that dashes (to strike violently) [n] 

DAUBERS ABDERSU DAUBER, one that daubs (to smear (to spread with sticky, greasy, or dirty substance)) [n] 

DEALERS ADEELRS DEALER, one that deals (to trade or do business) [n] 

DEBTORS BDEORST DEBTOR, one who owes something to another [n] 

DEBURRS BDERRSU DEBURR, to remove rough edges from [v] 

DECKERS CDEEKRS DECKER, something having specified number of levels, floors, or layers [n] 

DEFIERS DEEFIRS DEFIER, one that defies (to resist openly and boldly) [n] 

DEHAIRS ADEHIRS DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

DEICERS CDEEIRS DEICER, one that deices (to free from ice) [n] 

DELVERS DEELRSV DELVER, one that delves (to search in depth) [n] 

DENIERS DEEINRS DENIER, one that denies (to declare to be untrue) [n] 

DEODARS ADDEORS DEODAR, East Indian cedar [n] 

DETOURS DEORSTU DETOUR, to take indirect route [v] 

DEVOIRS DEIORSV DEVOIR, act of civility or respect [n] 

DEVOURS DEORSUV DEVOUR, to eat up voraciously [v] 

DEXTERS DEERSTX DEXTER, animal of breed of Irish cattle [n] 

DIALERS ADEILRS DIALER, one that dials (to manipulate calibrated disk) [n] 

DIAPERS ADEIPRS DIAPER, to put diaper (baby's breechcloth) on [v] 

DIAPIRS ADIIPRS DIAPIR, bend in layer of rock [n] 

DIBBERS BBDEIRS DIBBER, planting implement [n] 

DICKERS CDEIKRS DICKER, to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying) [v] 

DIETERS DEEIRST DIETER, one that diets (to regulate one's daily sustenance) [n] 

DIFFERS DEFFIRS DIFFER, to be unlike [v] 

DIGGERS DEGGIRS DIGGER, one that digs (to break up, turn over, or remove earth) [n] 

DIMMERS DEIMMRS DIMMER, device for varying intensity of illumination [n] 

DINGERS DEGINRS DINGER, home run [n] 
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DINNERS DEINNRS DINNER, main meal of day [n] 

DIPPERS DEIPPRS DIPPER, one that dips (to immerse briefly) [n] 

DISBARS ABDIRSS DISBAR, to expel from legal profession [v] 

DISEURS DEIRSSU DISEUR, skilled reciter [n] 

DISKERS DEIKRSS DISKER, one that disks (to break up land with type of farm implement) [n] 

DITHERS DEHIRST DITHER, to act nervously or indecisively [v] 

DOBBERS BBDEORS DOBBER, float for fishing line [n] 

DOCKERS CDEKORS DOCKER, dock worker [n] 

DOCTORS CDOORST DOCTOR, to treat medically [v] 

DODDERS DDDEORS DODDER, to totter (to walk unsteadily) [v] 

DODGERS DDEGORS DODGER, one that dodges (to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit)) [n] 

DOFFERS DEFFORS DOFFER, one that doffs (to take off) [n] 

DOGEARS ADEGORS DOGEAR, to turn down corner of page [v] 

DOGGERS DEGGORS DOGGER, fishing vessel [n] 

DOLLARS ADLLORS DOLLAR, monetary unit of United States [n] 

DOLOURS DLOORSU DOLOUR, dolor (grief (intense mental distress)) [n] 

DONAIRS ADINORS DONAIR, sliced lamb rolled in pita bread [n] 

DOOZERS DEOORSZ DOOZER, doozy (extraordinary one of its kind) [n] 

DORMERS DEMORRS DORMER, type of window [n] 

DORPERS DEOPRRS DORPER, one of breed of mutton-producing sheep [n] 

DORSERS DEORRSS DORSER, dosser (basket carried on back) [n] 

DOSSERS DEORSSS DOSSER, basket carried on back [n] 

DOTTERS DEORSTT DOTTER, one that dots (to cover with dots (tiny round marks)) [n] 

DOUSERS DEORSSU DOUSER, one that douses (to plunge into water) [n] 

DOWNERS DENORSW DOWNER, depressant drug [n] 

DOWSERS DEORSSW DOWSER, one that dowses (to search for underground water with divining rod) [n] 

DRAPERS ADEPRRS DRAPER, dealer in cloth [n] 

DRAWERS ADERRSW DRAWER, one that draws (to move by pulling) [n] 

DRIVERS DEIRRSV DRIVER, one that drives (to urge or propel forward) [n] 

DRONERS DENORRS DRONER, one that drones (to make continuous low sound) [n] 

DROVERS DEORRSV DROVER, driver of cattle or sheep [n] 

DUBBERS BBDERSU DUBBER, one that dubs (to confer knighthood on) [n] 

DUCKERS CDEKRSU DUCKER, one that ducks (to lower quickly) [n] 

DUELERS DEELRSU DUELER, one that duels (to fight formally) [n] 

DUFFERS DEFFRSU DUFFER, clumsy person [n] 

DUIKERS DEIKRSU DUIKER, small antelope [n] 

DUMPERS DEMPRSU DUMPER, one that dumps (to let fall heavily) [n] 

DUNKERS DEKNRSU DUNKER, one that dunks (to dip into liquid) [n] 

DURBARS ABDRRSU DURBAR, court of native ruler in India [n] 

DUSTERS DERSSTU DUSTER, one that dusts (to make free of dust (minute particles of matter)) [n] 

DUYKERS DEKRSUY DUYKER, duiker (small antelope) [n] 

DYVOURS DORSUVY DYVOUR, one who is bankrupt [n] 

EARNERS AEENRRS EARNER, one that earns (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [n] 

EASTERS AEERSST EASTER, wind or storm from east [n] 

ECHOERS CEEHORS ECHOER, one that echoes (to produce echo) [n] 

ECLAIRS ACEILRS ECLAIR, type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n] 
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EDITORS DEIORST EDITOR, one that edits (to correct and prepare for publication) [n] 

ELATERS AEELRST ELATER, click beetle [n] 

ELIXIRS EIILRSX ELIXIR, medicinal beverage [n] 

ELOPERS EELOPRS ELOPER, one that elopes (to run off secretly to be married) [n] 

ELUDERS DEELRSU ELUDER, one that eludes (to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit)) [n] 

EMOTERS EEMORST EMOTER, one that emotes (to express emotion in exaggerated manner) [n] 

ENAMORS AEMNORS ENAMOR, to inspire with love [v] 

ENDEARS ADEENRS ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

ENVIERS EEINRSV ENVIER, one that envies (to be envious of) [n] 

EPATERS AEEPRST EPATER, to shock complacent people [v] 

EPIMERS EEIMPRS EPIMER, type of sugar compound [n] 

ERASERS AEERRSS ERASER, one that erases (to rub or scrape out) [n] 

ESCHARS ACEHRSS ESCHAR, hard, dry scab [n] 

ESPOIRS EIOPRSS ESPOIR, category of wrestlers [n] 

ETCHERS CEEHRST ETCHER, one that etches (to engrave with acid) [n] 

ETRIERS EEIRRST ETRIER, short rope ladder [n] 

EVADERS ADEERSV EVADER, one that evades (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [n] 

EVENERS EEENRSV EVENER, one that evens (to make even) [n] 

EVOKERS EEKORSV EVOKER, evocator (one that evokes (to call forth)) [n] 

EXILERS EEILRSX EXILER, one that exiles (to banish from one's own country) [n] 

EYEBARS ABEERSY EYEBAR, metal bar with loop at one or both ends [n] 

FABLERS ABEFLRS FABLER, one that fables (to compose or tell fictitious tales) [n] 

FACTORS ACFORST FACTOR, to express as product of two or more quantities [v] 

FAKEERS AEEFKRS FAKEER, fakir (Hindu ascetic) [n] 

FALLERS AEFLLRS FALLER, one that falls (to descend under force of gravity) [n] 

FALTERS AEFLRST FALTER, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v] 

FANNERS AEFNNRS FANNER, one that fans (to cool or refresh with fan (device for putting air into motion)) [n] 

FAQUIRS AFIQRSU FAQUIR, fakir (Hindu ascetic) [n] 

FARCERS ACEFRRS FARCER, farceur (joker (one that jokes (joke))) [n] 

FARMERS AEFMRRS FARMER, one that farms (to manage and cultivate as farm (tract of land devoted to agriculture)) [n] 

FATHERS AEFHRST FATHER, to cause to exist [v] 

FAVOURS AFORSUV FAVOUR, to favor (to regard with approval) [v] 

FAWNERS AEFNRSW FAWNER, one that fawns (to seek notice or favor by servile demeanor) [n] 

FEARERS AEEFRRS FEARER, one that fears (to be afraid of) [n] 

FEEDERS DEEEFRS FEEDER, one that feeds (to pay fee (fixed charge) to) [n] 

FEELERS EEEFLRS FEELER, tactile organ [n] 

FELLERS EEFLLRS FELLER, one that fells (to descend under force of gravity) [n] 

FENCERS CEEFNRS FENCER, one that fences (to practice art of fencing) [n] 

FENDERS DEEFNRS FENDER, metal guard over wheel of motor vehicle [n] 

FERVORS EFORRSV FERVOR, great warmth or intensity [n] 

FESTERS EEFRSST FESTER, to generate pus [v] 

FETTERS EEFRSTT FETTER, to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [v] 

FIBBERS BBEFIRS FIBBER, one that fibs (to tell trivial lie) [n] 

FILLERS EFILLRS FILLER, one that fills (to put as much as can be held into) [n] 

FILMERS EFILMRS FILMER, one that films (to make motion picture) [n] 

FILTERS EFILRST FILTER, to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter) [v] 
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FINDERS DEFINRS FINDER, one that finds (to come upon after search) [n] 

FINGERS EFGINRS FINGER, to touch with fingers (terminating members of hand) [v] 

FIRMERS EFIMRRS FIRMER, woodworking tool [n] 

FISHERS EFHIRSS FISHER, one that fishes (to catch or try to catch fish (cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates)) [n] 

FITTERS EFIRSTT FITTER, one that fits (to bring to required form and size) [n] 

FIZZERS EFIRSZZ FIZZER, one that fizzes (to make hissing or sputtering sound) [n] 

FLAKERS AEFKLRS FLAKER, one that flakes (to peel off in flakes (flat, thin pieces)) [n] 

FLAMERS AEFLMRS FLAMER, one that flames (to burn brightly) [n] 

FLAVORS AFLORSV FLAVOR, to give flavor (distinctive taste) to [v] 

FLAYERS AEFLRSY FLAYER, one that flays (to strip off skin of) [n] 

FLEXORS EFLORSX FLEXOR, muscle that serves to bend bodily part [n] 

FLOWERS EFLORSW FLOWER, to put forth flowers (reproductive structures of seed-bearing plants) [v] 

FLUTERS EFLRSTU FLUTER, flutist (one who plays flute) [n] 

FOAMERS AEFMORS FOAMER, one that foams (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [n] 

FODDERS DDEFORS FODDER, to feed with coarse food [v] 

FOETORS EFOORST FOETOR, fetor (offensive odor) [n] 

FOGGERS EFGGORS FOGGER, one that fogs (to cover with fog (condensed water vapor near earth's surface)) [n] 

FOLDERS DEFLORS FOLDER, one that folds (to lay one part over another part of) [n] 

FOOTERS EFOORST FOOTER, one that walks (to advance on foot) [n] 

FORCERS CEFORRS FORCER, one that forces (to overcome resistance by exertion of strength) [n] 

FORGERS EFGORRS FORGER, one that forges (to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes) [n] 

FORKERS EFKORRS FORKER, one that forks (to work with fork (pronged implement)) [n] 

FORMERS EFMORRS FORMER, one that forms (to produce (to bring into existence)) [n] 

FOSTERS EFORSST FOSTER, to promote growth of [v] 

FOWLERS EFLORSW FOWLER, one that fowls (to hunt birds) [n] 

FRAMERS AEFMRRS FRAMER, one that frames (to construct by putting together various parts) [n] 

FRATERS AEFRRST FRATER, comrade (close friend) [n] 

FRIZERS EFIRRSZ FRIZER, frizzer (one that frizzes (to form into small, tight curls)) [n] 

FUCKERS CEFKRSU FUCKER, offensive word [n] 

FUELERS EEFLRSU FUELER, one that fuels (to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy)) [n] 

FUHRERS EFHRRSU FUHRER, leader (one that leads or guides) [n] 

FULLERS EFLLRSU FULLER, to groove with type of hammer [v] 

FULMARS AFLMRSU FULMAR, arctic seabird [n] 

FUNDERS DEFNRSU FUNDER, provider of money [n] 

FUNKERS EFKNRSU FUNKER, one that funks (to shrink back in fear) [n] 

FURLERS EFLRRSU FURLER, one that furls (to roll up) [n] 

FUSSERS EFRSSSU FUSSER, one that fusses (to be overly concerned with small details) [n] 

GABBERS ABBEGRS GABBER, one that gabs (to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially)) [n] 

GACHERS ACEGHRS GACHER, gatcher (one that gatches (to behave boastfully)) [n] 

GADDERS ADDEGRS GADDER, one that gads about [n] 

GAFFERS AEFFGRS GAFFER, old man [n] 

GAGGERS AEGGGRS GAGGER, one that gags (to stop up mouth) [n] 

GAINERS AEGINRS GAINER, one that gains (to acquire (to come into possession of)) [n] 

GAITERS AEGIRST GAITER, covering for lower leg [n] 

GAMBIRS ABGIMRS GAMBIR, gambier (extract obtained from Asian vine) [n] 

GAMMERS AEGMMRS GAMMER, old woman [n] 
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GANDERS ADEGNRS GANDER, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

GANGERS AEGGNRS GANGER, foreman of gang of laborers [n] 

GAOLERS AEGLORS GAOLER, jailer (keeper of jail) [n] 

GARNERS AEGNRRS GARNER, to gather and store [v] 

GARTERS AEGRRST GARTER, to fasten with elastic band [v] 

GASPERS AEGPRSS GASPER, cigarette [n] 

GASSERS AEGRSSS GASSER, one that gasses (to supply with gas (substance capable of indefinite expansion)) [n] 

GASTERS AEGRSST GASTER, enlarged part of abdomen in some insects [n] 

GATHERS AEGHRST GATHER, to bring together into one place or group [v] 

GAUGERS AEGGRSU GAUGER, one that gauges (to measure precisely) [n] 

GAWKERS AEGKRSW GAWKER, one that gawks (to stare stupidly) [n] 

GAWPERS AEGPRSW GAWPER, one that gawps (to stare stupidly) [n] 

GAYDARS AADGRSY GAYDAR, ability to recognize that person is homosexual [n] 

GEEZERS EEEGRSZ GEEZER, eccentric man [n] 

GELDERS DEEGLRS GELDER, one that gelds (to castrate (to remove testes of)) [n] 

GENDERS DEEGNRS GENDER, to engender (to bring into existence) [v] 

GETTERS EEGRSTT GETTER, to purify with chemically active substance [v] 

GEYSERS EEGRSSY GEYSER, to eject jets of hot water and steam [v] 

GIAOURS AGIORSU GIAOUR, non-Muslim [n] 

GIBBERS BBEGIRS GIBBER, to jabber (to talk rapidly) [v] 

GILDERS DEGILRS GILDER, one that gilds (to cover with thin layer of gold) [n] 

GILLERS EGILLRS GILLER, one that gills (to catch fish with type of net) [n] 

GINGERS EGGINRS GINGER, to flavor with ginger (pungent spice) [v] 

GINNERS EGINNRS GINNER, one that gins cotton [n] 

GIPPERS EGIPPRS GIPPER, one that gips (to gyp (to swindle)) [n] 

GIRDERS DEGIRRS GIRDER, horizontal support [n] 

GLAMORS AGLMORS GLAMOR, alluring attractiveness [n] 

GLAZERS AEGLRSZ GLAZER, glazier (one that glazes (to fit windows with glass panes)) [n] 

GLIDERS DEGILRS GLIDER, type of aircraft (any machine or device capable of flying) [n] 

GLOVERS EGLORSV GLOVER, maker or seller of gloves [n] 

GLOWERS EGLORSW GLOWER, to scowl (to frown angrily) [v] 

GNAWERS AEGNRSW GNAWER, one that gnaws (to wear away by persistent biting) [n] 

GOFFERS EFFGORS GOFFER, to press ridges or pleats into [v] 

GOITERS EGIORST GOITER, enlargement of thyroid gland [n] 

GOLFERS EFGLORS GOLFER, one that golfs (to play golf (type of ball game)) [n] 

GOOBERS BEGOORS GOOBER, peanut (nutlike seed or pod of annual vine) [n] 

GOPHERS EGHOPRS GOPHER, burrowing rodent [n] 

GORGERS EGGORRS GORGER, one that gorges (to stuff with food) [n] 

GOUGERS EGGORSU GOUGER, one that gouges (to cut or scoop out) [n] 

GRADERS ADEGRRS GRADER, one that grades (to arrange in steps or degrees) [n] 

GRATERS AEGRRST GRATER, one that grates (to reduce to shreds by rubbing) [n] 

GRAVERS AEGRRSV GRAVER, engraver (one that engraves (to form by incision)) [n] 

GRAZERS AEGRRSZ GRAZER, one that grazes (to feed on growing grass) [n] 

GRIPERS EGIPRRS GRIPER, one that gripes (to complain peevishly) [n] 

GROCERS CEGORRS GROCER, dealer in foodstuffs and household supplies [n] 

GROPERS EGOPRRS GROPER, one that gropes (to feel about with hands) [n] 
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GROWERS EGORRSW GROWER, one that grows (to cultivate) [n] 

GUIDERS DEGIRSU GUIDER, one that guides (to show way to) [n] 

GUITARS AGIRSTU GUITAR, stringed musical instrument [n] 

GULPERS EGLPRSU GULPER, one that gulps (to swallow rapidly) [n] 

GUMMERS EGMMRSU GUMMER, one that gums (to smear, seal, or clog with gum (sticky, viscid substance)) [n] 

GUNNERS EGNNRSU GUNNER, one that operates gun [n] 

GUNTERS EGNRSTU GUNTER, type of sail [n] 

GUSHERS EGHRSSU GUSHER, gushing oil well [n] 

GUTTERS EGRSTTU GUTTER, to form channels for draining off water [v] 

GYPPERS EGPPRSY GYPPER, one that gyps (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n] 

HACKERS ACEHKRS HACKER, one that hacks (to cut or chop roughly) [n] 

HAFTERS AEFHRST HAFTER, one that hafts (to supply with handle) [n] 

HAILERS AEHILRS HAILER, one that hails (to welcome (to greet cordially)) [n] 

HALIERS AEHILRS HALIER, former monetary unit of Slovakia [n] 

HALTERS AEHLRST HALTER, to put restraint upon [v] 

HALVERS AEHLRSV half shares [n HALVERS] 

HAMMERS AEHMMRS HAMMER, to strike repeatedly [v] 

HAMPERS AEHMPRS HAMPER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

HANDERS ADEHNRS HANDER, one that hands (to present with hand (end of forearm)) [n] 

HANGARS AAGHNRS HANGAR, to place in aircraft shelter [v] 

HANGERS AEGHNRS HANGER, one that hangs (to attach from above only) [n] 

HANKERS AEHKNRS HANKER, to long for [v] 

HARBORS ABHORRS HARBOR, to shelter (to provide cover or protection for) [v] 

HARMERS AEHMRRS HARMER, one that harms (to injure (to do or cause injury to)) [n] 

HARPERS AEHPRRS HARPER, harpist (one that plays harp) [n] 

HATTERS AEHRSTT HATTER, hatmaker (one that makes hats) [n] 

HAULERS AEHLRSU HAULER, one that hauls (to pull with force) [n] 

HAVIORS AHIORSV HAVIOR, behavior (demeanor (manner in which one conducts oneself)) [n] 

HAWKERS AEHKRSW HAWKER, one that hawks (to peddle (to travel about selling wares)) [n] 

HAWSERS AEHRSSW HAWSER, mooring rope [n] 

HEADERS ADEEHRS HEADER, grain harvester [n] 

HEALERS AEEHLRS HEALER, one that heals (to make sound or whole) [n] 

HEAPERS AEEHPRS HEAPER, one that heaps (to pile up) [n] 

HEARERS AEEHRRS HEARER, one that hears (to perceive by ear) [n] 

HEATERS AEEHRST HEATER, apparatus for heating [n] 

HEAVERS AEEHRSV HEAVER, one that heaves (to lift forcefully) [n] 

HECTORS CEHORST HECTOR, to bully (to treat abusively) [v] 

HEDGERS DEEGHRS HEDGER, one that hedges (to surround with hedge (dense row of shrubs)) [n] 

HEEDERS DEEEHRS HEEDER, one that heeds (to pay attention to) [n] 

HEELERS EEEHLRS HEELER, one that puts heels on shoes [n] 

HEFTERS EEFHRST HEFTER, one that hefts (to lift up) [n] 

HEIFERS EEFHIRS HEIFER, young cow [n] 

HELLERS EEHLLRS HELLER, hellion (troublesome person) [n] 

HELPERS EEHLPRS HELPER, one that helps (to give assistance to) [n] 

HEMMERS EEHMMRS HEMMER, one that hems (to provide with edge) [n] 

HERDERS DEEHRRS HERDER, one who tends herd [n] 
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HILLERS EHILLRS HILLER, one that hills (to form into hill (rounded elevation)) [n] 

HINDERS DEHINRS HINDER, to impede (to obstruct progress of) [v] 

HINGERS EGHINRS HINGER, one that hinges (to attach jointed device) [n] 

HINTERS EHINRST HINTER, one that hints (to suggest indirectly) [n] 

HISSERS EHIRSSS HISSER, one that hisses (to make sibilant sound) [n] 

HITTERS EHIRSTT HITTER, one that hits (to strike forcibly) [n] 

HOAXERS AEHORSX HOAXER, one that hoaxes (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [n] 

HOBBERS BBEHORS HOBBER, one that hobs (to furnish with hobnails) [n] 

HOCKERS CEHKORS HOCKER, one that hocks (to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed)) [n] 

HOGGERS EGGHORS HOGGER, one that hogs (to take more than one's share) [n] 

HOLDERS DEHLORS HOLDER, one that holds (to maintain possession of) [n] 

HOLLERS EHLLORS HOLLER, to yell (to cry out loudly) [v] 

HONKERS EHKNORS HONKER, one that honks (to emit cry like that of goose) [n] 

HONOURS HNOORSU HONOUR, to honor (to respect (to have high regard for)) [v] 

HOOFERS EFHOORS HOOFER, professional dancer [n] 

HOOKERS EHKOORS HOOKER, prostitute [n] 

HOOPERS EHOOPRS HOOPER, one that hoops (to fasten with hoop (circular band of metal)) [n] 

HOOTERS EHOORST HOOTER, one that hoots (to cry like owl) [n] 

HOOVERS EHOORSV HOOVER, to clean with vacuum cleaner [v] 

HOPPERS EHOPPRS HOPPER, one that hops (to move by jumping on one foot) [n] 

HORRORS HOORRRS HORROR, feeling of intense fear or repugnance [n] 

HOSIERS EHIORSS HOSIER, one that makes hose [n] 

HOUSERS EHORSSU HOUSER, one who organizes housing projects [n] 

HOWLERS EHLORSW HOWLER, one that howls (to cry like dog) [n] 

HUGGERS EGGHRSU HUGGER, one that hugs (to clasp tightly in arms) [n] 

HULLERS EHLLRSU HULLER, one that hulls (to remove shell from seed) [n] 

HUMMERS EHMMRSU HUMMER, one that hums (to sing without opening lips or saying words) [n] 

HUMOURS HMORSUU HUMOUR, to humor (to indulge (to yield to desire of)) [v] 

HUMPERS EHMPRSU HUMPER, one that humps (to arch into hump (rounded protuberance)) [n] 

HUNGERS EGHNRSU HUNGER, to crave (to desire greatly) [v] 

HUNKERS EHKNRSU HUNKER, to squat (to bend one's knees and sit on one's heels) [v] 

HUNTERS EHNRSTU HUNTER, one that hunts (to pursue for food or sport) [n] 

HURLERS EHLRRSU HURLER, one that hurls (to throw with great force) [n] 

HURTERS EHRRSTU HURTER, one that hurts (to injure (to do or cause injury to)) [n] 

HUSKERS EHKRSSU HUSKER, one that husks (to remove husk (outer covering) from) [n] 

HUSSARS AHRSSSU HUSSAR, cavalry soldier [n] 

IMAGERS AEGIMRS IMAGER, one that images (to imagine (to form mental picture of)) [n] 

IMPAIRS AIIMPRS IMPAIR, to make worse [v] 

INCHERS CEHINRS INCHER, something having specified number of inches [n] 

INDOORS DINOORS in or into house [adv] 

INLIERS EIILNRS INLIER, type of rock formation [n] 

INPOURS INOPRSU INPOUR, to pour in [v] 

INSTARS AINRSST INSTAR, to adorn with stars [v] 

IRONERS EINORRS IRONER, machine for pressing clothes [n] 

ISOBARS ABIORSS ISOBAR, type of atom (smallest unit of element) [n] 

ISOMERS EIMORSS ISOMER, type of chemical compound [n] 
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ISSUERS EIRSSSU ISSUER, one that issues (to come forth) [n] 

JABBERS ABBEJRS JABBER, to talk rapidly [v] 

JACKERS ACEJKRS JACKER, one that jacks (to raise with type of lever) [n] 

JAEGERS AEEGJRS JAEGER, hunter (one that hunts (to pursue for food or sport)) [n] 

JAGGERS AEGGJRS JAGGER, one that jags (to cut unevenly) [n] 

JAGUARS AAGJRSU JAGUAR, large feline animal [n] 

JAILERS AEIJLRS JAILER, keeper of jail [n] 

JAILORS AIJLORS JAILOR, jailer (keeper of jail) [n] 

JAMMERS AEJMMRS JAMMER, one that jams (to force together tightly) [n] 

JASPERS AEJPRSS JASPER, variety of quartz [n] 

JAZZERS AEJRSZZ JAZZER, one that jazzes (to enliven (to make lively)) [n] 

JEEPERS EEEJPRS used as mild oath [interj] 

JEERERS EEEJRRS JEERER, one that jeers (to mock (to ridicule)) [n] 

JERKERS EEJKRRS JERKER, one that jerks (to move with sharp, sudden motion) [n] 

JESTERS EEJRSST JESTER, one that jests (to joke (to say something amusing)) [n] 

JIBBERS BBEIJRS JIBBER, horse that jibs [n] 

JIGGERS EGGIJRS JIGGER, to jerk up and down [v] 

JILTERS EIJLRST JILTER, one that jilts (to reject lover) [n] 

JINKERS EIJKNRS JINKER, one that jinks (to move quickly out of way) [n] 

JITTERS EIJRSTT JITTER, to fidget (to move nervously or restlessly) [v] 

JOBBERS BBEJORS JOBBER, pieceworker [n] 

JOGGERS EGGJORS JOGGER, one that jogs (to run at slow, steady pace) [n] 

JOINERS EIJNORS JOINER, carpenter [n] 

JOLTERS EJLORST JOLTER, one that jolts (to jar or shake roughly) [n] 

JOSHERS EHJORSS JOSHER, one that joshes (to tease (to make fun of)) [n] 

JOTTERS EJORSTT JOTTER, one that jots (to write down quickly) [n] 

JUDDERS DDEJRSU JUDDER, to vibrate (to move back and forth rapidly) [v] 

JUDGERS DEGJRSU JUDGER, one that judges (to decide on critically) [n] 

JUICERS CEIJRSU JUICER, juice extractor [n] 

JUMPERS EJMPRSU JUMPER, one that jumps (to spring off ground) [n] 

JUNIORS IJNORSU JUNIOR, to assist more senior lawyer [v] 

JUNKERS EJKNRSU JUNKER, something ready for junking [n] 

JUSTERS EJRSSTU JUSTER, jouster (one that jousts (to engage in personal combat)) [n] 

KAFFIRS AFFIKRS KAFFIR, kafir (cereal grass) [n] 

KAISERS AEIKRSS KAISER, emperor (ruler of empire) [n] 

KANTARS AAKNRST KANTAR, unit of weight [n] 

KASHERS AEHKRSS KASHER, to kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [v] 

KEENERS EEEKNRS KEENER, one that keens (to wail loudly over dead) [n] 

KEEPERS EEEKPRS KEEPER, one that keeps (to continue to possess) [n] 

KEGGERS EEGGKRS KEGGER, party having one or more kegs of beer [n] 

KEGLERS EEGKLRS KEGLER, bowler (one that bowls (to play at bowling)) [n] 

KELTERS EEKLRST KELTER, kilter (good condition) [n] 

KICKERS CEIKKRS KICKER, one that kicks (to strike out with foot or feet) [n] 

KIDDERS DDEIKRS KIDDER, one that kids (to tease (to make fun of)) [n] 

KILLERS EIKLLRS KILLER, one that kills (to cause to die) [n] 

KILTERS EIKLRST KILTER, good condition [n] 
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KIPPERS EIKPPRS KIPPER, to cure fish by salting and smoking [v] 

KISSERS EIKRSSS KISSER, one that kisses (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [n] 

KNIFERS EFIKNRS KNIFER, one that knifes (to cut with knife) [n] 

KNOWERS EKNORSW KNOWER, one that knows (to have true understanding of) [n] 

KOSHERS EHKORSS KOSHER, to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws [v] 

KRATERS AEKRRST KRATER, type of vase (rounded, decorative container) [n] 

KULTURS KLRSTUU KULTUR, culture; civilization [n] 

LAAGERS AAEGLRS LAAGER, to form defensive encampment [v] 

LABOURS ABLORSU LABOUR, to labor (to work (to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose)) [v] 

LACKERS ACEKLRS LACKER, to lacquer (to coat with glossy substance) [v] 

LADDERS ADDELRS LADDER, to cause run in stocking [v] 

LADLERS ADELLRS LADLER, one that ladles (to lift out with ladle (type of spoon)) [n] 

LAGGERS AEGGLRS LAGGER, laggard (one that lags (to stay or fall behind)) [n] 

LAMBERS ABELMRS LAMBER, ewe that is lambing [n] 

LAMPERS AELMPRS lampas (inflammation of roof of horse's mouth) [n -ES] 

LANCERS ACELNRS LANCER, cavalryman armed with lance [n] 

LANDERS ADELNRS LANDER, one that lands (to set down upon land (solid ground)) [n] 

LANGURS AGLNRSU LANGUR, Asian monkey [n] 

LANNERS AELNNRS LANNER, falcon of Europe and Asia [n] 

LAPPERS AELPPRS LAPPER, to lopper (to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid))) [v] 

LAPSERS AELPRSS LAPSER, one that lapses (to fall from previous standard) [n] 

LARDERS ADELRRS LARDER, place where food is stored [n] 

LARKERS AEKLRRS LARKER, one that larks (to behave playfully) [n] 

LASCARS AACLRSS LASCAR, East Indian sailor [n] 

LASHERS AEHLRSS LASHER, one that lashes (to strike with whip) [n] 

LASTERS AELRSST LASTER, one that lasts (to continue in existence) [n] 

LATHERS AEHLRST LATHER, to cover with lather (light foam) [v] 

LATTERS AELRSTT LATTER, second mentioned person or thing of two [n] 

LAUDERS ADELRSU LAUDER, one that lauds (to praise (to express approval or admiration of)) [n] 

LAVEERS AEELRSV LAVEER, to sail against wind [v] 

LAWYERS AELRSWY LAWYER, to work as member of legal profession [v] 

LEADERS ADEELRS LEADER, one that leads or guides [n] 

LEAKERS AEEKLRS LEAKER, one that leaks (to permit escape of something through breach or flaw) [n] 

LEANERS AEELNRS LEANER, one that leans (to deviate from vertical position) [n] 

LEAPERS AEELPRS LEAPER, one that leaps (to spring off ground) [n] 

LEASERS AEELRSS LEASER, one that leases (to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent) [n] 

LEAVERS AEELRSV LEAVER, one that leaves (to go away from) [n] 

LECHERS CEEHLRS LECHER, to engage in lechery [v] 

LECTORS CELORST LECTOR, reader of lessons in church service [n] 

LEDGERS DEEGLRS LEDGER, account book of final entry [n] 

LEKVARS AEKLRSV LEKVAR, prune butter [n] 

LENDERS DEELNRS LENDER, one that lends (to give temporary use of) [n] 

LESSORS ELORSSS LESSOR, one that grants lease [n] 

LETTERS EELRSTT LETTER, to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds) [v] 

LEVIERS EEILRSV LEVIER, one that levies (to impose or collect by legal authority) [n] 

LIBBERS BBEILRS LIBBER, offensive word [n] 
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LICKERS CEIKLRS LICKER, one that licks (to pass tongue over surface of) [n] 

LICTORS CILORST LICTOR, magistrate's attendant in ancient Rome [n] 

LIFTERS EFILRST LIFTER, one that lifts (to move to higher position) [n] 

LIMBERS BEILMRS LIMBER, to make flexible [v] 

LIMMERS EILMMRS LIMMER, scoundrel [n] 

LIMNERS EILMNRS LIMNER, one that limns (to depict by painting or drawing) [n] 

LIMPERS EILMPRS LIMPER, one that limps (to walk lamely) [n] 

LINGERS EGILNRS LINGER, to delay leaving [v] 

LINKERS EIKLNRS LINKER, one that links (to connect (to join together)) [n] 

LINTERS EILNRST LINTER, machine for removing fibers from cotton seeds [n] 

LIPPERS EILPPRS LIPPER, to ripple (to form ripples (small waves)) [v] 

LIQUORS ILOQRSU LIQUOR, to intoxicate with liquor (alcoholic beverage) [v] 

LISPERS EILPRSS LISPER, one that lisps (to pronounce letters s and z imperfectly) [n] 

LISTERS EILRSST LISTER, type of plow [n] 

LITTERS EILRSTT LITTER, to scatter rubbish about [v] 

LIVIERS EIILRSV LIVIER, livyer (permanent resident of Newfoundland) [n] 

LIVYERS EILRSVY LIVYER, permanent resident of Newfoundland [n] 

LOADERS ADELORS LOADER, one that loads (to place in or on means of conveyance) [n] 

LOAFERS AEFLORS LOAFER, one that loafs (to pass time idly) [n] 

LOANERS AELNORS LOANER, one that loans (to lend (to give temporary use of)) [n] 

LOBBERS BBELORS LOBBER, one that lobs (to throw or hit in high arc) [n] 

LOCKERS CEKLORS LOCKER, enclosure that may be locked [n] 

LODGERS DEGLORS LODGER, one that resides in rented quarters [n] 

LOFTERS EFLORST LOFTER, type of golf club [n] 

LOGGERS EGGLORS LOGGER, one that logs (to cut down trees for timber) [n] 

LOITERS EILORST LOITER, to stand idly about [v] 

LOLLERS ELLLORS LOLLER, one that lolls (to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner)) [n] 

LONGERS EGLNORS LONGER, one that longs (to desire strongly) [n] 

LOOKERS EKLOORS LOOKER, one that looks (to use one's eyes in seeing) [n] 

LOOPERS ELOOPRS LOOPER, one that loops (to form loops (circular or oval openings)) [n] 

LOOTERS ELOORST LOOTER, one that loots (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n] 

LOPPERS ELOPPRS LOPPER, to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [v] 

LOTTERS ELORSTT LOTTER, one who assembles merchandise into salable lots [n] 

LOUVERS ELORSUV LOUVER, type of window [n] 

LUBBERS BBELRSU LUBBER, clumsy person [n] 

LUGGERS EGGLRSU LUGGER, small sailing vessel [n] 

LULLERS ELLLRSU LULLER, one that lulls (to cause to sleep or rest) [n] 

LUMBARS ABLMRSU LUMBAR, anatomical part situated near loins [n] 

LUMBERS BELMRSU LUMBER, to cut down and prepare timber for market [v] 

LUMPERS ELMPRSU LUMPER, laborer employed to load and unload ships [n] 

LUNGERS EGLNRSU LUNGER, one that lunges (to make forceful forward movement) [n] 

LUNKERS EKLNRSU LUNKER, large game fish [n] 

LURKERS EKLRRSU LURKER, one that lurks (to wait in concealment) [n] 

LUSTERS ELRSSTU LUSTER, to make or become lustrous [v] 

MACHERS ACEHMRS MACHER, person known for getting things done [n] 

MADDERS ADDEMRS MADDER, perennial herb [n] 
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MAFTIRS AFIMRST MAFTIR, concluding section of parashah [n] 

MAHZORS AHMORSZ MAHZOR, Jewish prayer book [n] 

MAILERS AEILMRS MAILER, one that mails (to send by governmental postal system) [n] 

MAIMERS AEIMMRS MAIMER, one that maims (to injure so as to cause lasting damage) [n] 

MAMMERS AEMMMRS MAMMER, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v] 

MAMZERS AEMMRSZ MAMZER, bastard (illegitimate child) [n] 

MANGERS AEGMNRS MANGER, trough or box from which horses or cattle eat [n] 

MANNERS AEMNNRS MANNER, way of acting [n] 

MAPPERS AEMPPRS MAPPER, one that maps (to delineate on map (representation of region)) [n] 

MARKERS AEKMRRS MARKER, one that marks (to make visible impression on) [n] 

MARRERS AEMRRRS MARRER, one that mars (to detract from perfection or wholeness of) [n] 

MARTYRS AMRRSTY MARTYR, to put to death for adhering to belief [v] 

MASHERS AEHMRSS MASHER, one that mashes (to reduce to pulpy mass) [n] 

MASKERS AEKMRSS MASKER, one that wears mask [n] 

MASTERS AEMRSST MASTER, to become skilled in [v] 

MATTERS AEMRSTT MATTER, to be of importance [v] 

MAULERS AELMRSU MAULER, one that mauls (to injure by beating) [n] 

MEANERS AEEMNRS MEANER, one that means (to intend (to have as specific aim or purpose)) [n] 

MEDLARS ADELMRS MEDLAR, Eurasian tree [n] 

MEETERS EEEMRST MEETER, one that meets (to come into company or presence of) [n] 

MELDERS DEELMRS MELDER, amount of grain ground at one time [n] 

MELTERS EELMRST MELTER, one that melts (to change from solid to liquid state by heat) [n] 

MEMBERS BEEMMRS MEMBER, distinct part of whole [n] 

MEMOIRS EIMMORS MEMOIR, biography [n] 

MENDERS DEEMNRS MENDER, one that mends (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [n] 

MENHIRS EHIMNRS MENHIR, prehistoric monument [n] 

MENTORS EMNORST MENTOR, to serve as friend and teacher to [v] 

MERCERS CEEMRRS MERCER, dealer in textiles [n] 

MERGERS EEGMRRS MERGER, union of two or more businesses into single enterprise [n] 

METEORS EEMORST METEOR, small celestial body that enters earth's atmosphere [n] 

METIERS EEIMRST METIER, vocation (work in which person is regularly employed) [n] 

MEWLERS EELMRSW MEWLER, one that mewls (to whimper (to cry with plaintive, broken sounds)) [n] 

MIDAIRS ADIIMRS MIDAIR, region in middle of air [n] 

MILKERS EIKLMRS MILKER, one that milks (to draw milk (whitish, nutritious liquid) from udder of) [n] 

MILLERS EILLMRS MILLER, one that mills (to grind by mechanical means) [n] 

MILTERS EILMRST MILTER, male fish at breeding time [n] 

MIMBARS ABIMMRS MIMBAR, minbar (Muslim pulpit) [n] 

MINBARS ABIMNRS MINBAR, Muslim pulpit [n] 

MINCERS CEIMNRS MINCER, one that minces (to cut into very small pieces) [n] 

MINDERS DEIMNRS MINDER, one that minds (to heed (to pay attention to)) [n] 

MINTERS EIMNRST MINTER, one that mints (to produce by stamping metal, as coins) [n] 

MIRRORS IMORRRS MIRROR, to reflect image of [v] 

MISTERS EIMRSST MISTER, sir (respectful form of address used to man) [n] 

MITHERS EHIMRST MITHER, mother [n] 

MOANERS AEMNORS MOANER, one that moans (to utter low, mournful sound) [n] 

MOBBERS BBEMORS MOBBER, one that mobs (to crowd about) [n] 
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MOCKERS CEKMORS MOCKER, one that mocks (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n] 

MOHAIRS AHIMORS MOHAIR, long, silky hair of Angora goat [n] 

MOILERS EILMORS MOILER, one that moils (to work hard) [n] 

MOLDERS DELMORS MOLDER, to turn to dust by natural decay [v] 

MOLTERS ELMORST MOLTER, one that molts (to cast off outer covering) [n] 

MOMSERS EMMORSS MOMSER, bastard (illegitimate child) [n] 

MOMZERS EMMORSZ MOMZER, momser (bastard (illegitimate child)) [n] 

MONGERS EGMNORS MONGER, to peddle (to travel about selling wares) [v] 

MOONERS EMNOORS MOONER, one that moons (to spend time idly) [n] 

MOOTERS EMOORST MOOTER, one that moots (to bring up for discussion) [n] 

MOPPERS EMOPPRS MOPPER, one that mops (to wipe with mop (implement for cleaning floors)) [n] 

MORTARS AMORRST MORTAR, to secure with mortar (type of cement) [v] 

MOSHERS EHMORSS MOSHER, one that moshes (to engage in frenzied dancing with others at rock concert) [n] 

MOSSERS EMORSSS MOSSER, one that gathers or works with moss [n] 

MOTHERS EHMORST MOTHER, to give birth to [v] 

MOUSERS EMORSSU MOUSER, animal that catches mice [n] 

MUCKERS CEKMRSU MUCKER, vulgar person [n] 

MUDDERS DDEMRSU MUDDER, racehorse that runs well on muddy track [n] 

MUGGARS AGGMRSU MUGGAR, mugger (large Asian crocodile) [n] 

MUGGERS EGGMRSU MUGGER, large Asian crocodile [n] 

MUGGURS GGMRSUU MUGGUR, mugger (large Asian crocodile) [n] 

MULLERS ELLMRSU MULLER, grinding implement [n] 

MUMMERS EMMMRSU MUMMER, to participate in mumming (miming) [v] 

MUMPERS EMMPRSU MUMPER, one that mumps (to beg (to plead)) [n] 

MURDERS DEMRRSU MURDER, to kill unlawfully with premeditated malice [v] 

MURMURS MMRRSUU MURMUR, to speak unclearly [v] 

MUSHERS EHMRSSU MUSHER, one that mushes (to travel over snow with dog sled) [n] 

MUSTERS EMRSSTU MUSTER, to summon or assemble [v] 

MUTTERS EMRSTTU MUTTER, to speak unclearly [v] 

NABBERS ABBENRS NABBER, one that nabs (to capture or arrest) [n] 

NAGGERS AEGGNRS NAGGER, one that nags (to find fault incessantly) [n] 

NAILERS AEILNRS NAILER, one that nails (to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)) [n] 

NAPPERS AENPPRS NAPPER, one that naps (to sleep briefly) [n] 

NATTERS AENRSTT NATTER, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v] 

NECKERS CEEKNRS NECKER, one that necks (to kiss and caress in lovemaking) [n] 

NECTARS ACENRST NECTAR, delicious drink [n] 

NEEDERS DEEENRS NEEDER, one that needs (to have urgent or essential use for) [n] 

NESTERS EENRSST NESTER, one that nests (to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)) [n] 

NESTORS ENORSST NESTOR, wise old man [n] 

NETTERS EENRSTT NETTER, one that nets (to catch in net (type of openwork fabric)) [n] 

NEUTERS EENRSTU NEUTER, to castrate (to remove testes of) [v] 

NICKERS CEIKNRS NICKER, to neigh (to utter cry of horse) [v] 

NIFFERS EFFINRS NIFFER, to barter (to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity)) [v] 

NIPPERS EINPPRS NIPPER, one that nips (to pinch (to squeeze between two edges or surfaces)) [n] 

NODDERS DDENORS NODDER, one that nods (to briefly lower head forward) [n] 

NONWARS ANNORSW NONWAR, war that is not officially declared [n] 
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NOONERS ENNOORS NOONER, event that occurs during middle of day [n] 

NOOSERS ENOORSS NOOSER, one that nooses (to secure with type of loop) [n] 

NOSHERS EHNORSS NOSHER, one that noshes (to eat snacks between meals) [n] 

NUBBERS BBENRSU NUBBER, weakly hit baseball that was not bunted [n]  

NUDGERS DEGNRSU NUDGER, one that nudges (to push gently) [n] 

NUMBERS BEMNRSU NUMBER, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

NURSERS ENRRSSU NURSER, baby's bottle [n] 

NUTBARS ABNRSTU NUTBAR, bar made from chopped nuts [n] 

NUTTERS ENRSTTU NUTTER, one that gathers nuts [n] 

OBEYERS BEEORSY OBEYER, one that obeys (to follow commands or guidance of) [n] 

OCULARS ACLORSU OCULAR, eyepiece (lens or lens group nearest eye in optical instrument) [n] 

ONAGERS AEGNORS ONAGER, wild ass of central Asia [n] 

OPENERS EENOPRS OPENER, one that opens (to cause to become open) [n] 

ORATORS AOORRST ORATOR, one that orates (to speak formally) [n] 

OSTLERS ELORSST OSTLER, hostler (person who tends horses or mules) [n] 

OUSTERS EORSSTU OUSTER, act of ousting (to expel or remove from position or place) [n] 

OUTWARS AORSTUW OUTWAR, to surpass in warring [v] 

OYSTERS EORSSTY OYSTER, to gather oysters (edible mollusks) [v] 

PACKERS ACEKPRS PACKER, one that packs (to put into receptacle for transportation or storage) [n] 

PADDERS ADDEPRS PADDER, one that pads (to line or stuff with soft material) [n] 

PALLORS ALLOPRS PALLOR, paleness (quality of being pale (lacking intensity of color)) [n] 

PALMERS AELMPRS PALMER, religious pilgrim [n] 

PALTERS AELPRST PALTER, to talk or act insincerely [v] 

PAMPERS AEMPPRS PAMPER, to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence [v] 

PANDERS ADENPRS PANDER, to provide gratification for others' desires [v] 

PANEERS AEENPRS PANEER, milk curd cheese [n] 

PANIERS AEINPRS PANIER, pannier (large basket) [n] 

PANNERS AENNPRS PANNER, one that pans (to criticize harshly) [n] 

PANZERS AENPRSZ PANZER, armored combat vehicle [n] 

PARKERS AEKPRRS PARKER, one that parks (to leave vehicle in location for time) [n] 

PARLORS ALOPRRS PARLOR, room for entertainment of visitors [n] 

PARSERS AEPRRSS PARSER, one that parses (to describe and analyze grammatically) [n] 

PARTERS AEPRRST PARTER, one that parts (to divide or break into separate pieces) [n] 

PASSERS AEPRSSS PASSER, one that passes (to go by) [n] 

PASTERS AEPRSST PASTER, one that pastes (to fasten with sticky mixture) [n] 

PASTORS AOPRSST PASTOR, to serve as spiritual overseer of [v] 

PATTERS AEPRSTT PATTER, to talk glibly or rapidly [v] 

PATZERS AEPRSTZ PATZER, inept chess player [n] 

PAUPERS AEPPRSU PAUPER, to reduce to poverty [v] 

PAUSERS AEPRSSU PAUSER, one that pauses (to stop temporarily) [n] 

PAVIORS AIOPRSV PAVIOR, paver (one that paves (to cover with material that forms firm, level surface)) [n] 

PAWNERS AENPRSW PAWNER, one that pawns something [n] 

PAWNORS ANOPRSW PAWNOR, pawner (one that pawns something) [n] 

PECKERS CEEKPRS PECKER, one that pecks (to strike with beak or something pointed) [n] 

PEDLARS ADELPRS PEDLAR, peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n] 

PEDLERS DEELPRS PEDLER, peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n] 
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PEELERS EEELPRS PEELER, one that peels (to strip off outer covering of) [n] 

PEEPERS EEEPPRS PEEPER, one that peeps (to utter short, shrill cry) [n] 

PELTERS EELPRST PELTER, to pelt (to strike repeatedly with blows or missiles) [v] 

PENNERS EENNPRS PENNER, one that pens (to write with pen (instrument for writing with fluid ink)) [n] 

PEPPERS EEPPPRS PEPPER, to season with pepper (pungent condiment) [v] 

PESTERS EEPRSST PESTER, to bother (to annoy (to be troublesome to)) [v] 

PETTERS EEPRSTT PETTER, one that pets (to caress with hand) [n] 

PEWTERS EEPRSTW PEWTER, tin alloy [n] 

PHASERS AEHPRSS PHASER, type of science-fiction weapon [n] 

PHONERS EHNOPRS PHONER, one who calls someone on telephone [n] 

PICKERS CEIKPRS PICKER, one that picks (to select (to choose)) [n] 

PIECERS CEEIPRS PIECER, one that pieces (to join into whole) [n] 

PILFERS EFILPRS PILFER, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

PILLARS AILLPRS PILLAR, to provide with vertical building supports [v] 

PINCERS CEINPRS PINCER, one of two pivoted parts of grasping tool [n] 

PINDERS DEINPRS PINDER, official who formerly impounded stray animals [n] 

PINGERS EGINPRS PINGER, device for producing pulses of sound [n] 

PINKERS EIKNPRS PINKER, one that pinks (to cut saw-toothed edge on cloth) [n] 

PINNERS EINNPRS PINNER, one that pins (to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal)) [n] 

PISHERS EHIPRSS PISHER, young or inexperienced person [n] 

PISSERS EIPRSSS PISSER, offensive word [n] 

PITIERS EIIPRST PITIER, one that pities (to feel pity (sorrow aroused by another's misfortune)) [n] 

PLACERS ACELPRS PLACER, one that places (to set in particular position) [n] 

PLANERS AELNPRS PLANER, one that planes (to make smooth or even) [n] 

PLATERS AELPRST PLATER, one that plates (to coat with thin layer of metal) [n] 

PLAYERS AELPRSY PLAYER, one that plays (to engage in amusement or sport) [n] 

PLEXORS ELOPRSX PLEXOR, small, hammer-like medical instrument [n] 

PLOVERS ELOPRSV PLOVER, shore bird [n] 

PLOWERS ELOPRSW PLOWER, one that plows (to turn up land with plow (farm implement)) [n] 

POISERS EIOPRSS POISER, one that poises (to hold in state of equilibrium) [n] 

POLDERS DELOPRS POLDER, tract of low land reclaimed from body of water [n] 

POLLERS ELLOPRS POLLER, one that polls (to question for purpose of surveying public opinion) [n] 

PONDERS DENOPRS PONDER, to consider something deeply and thoroughly [v] 

POOLERS ELOOPRS POOLER, one that pools (to combine in common fund) [n] 

POPLARS ALOPPRS POPLAR, fast-growing tree [n] 

POPPERS EOPPPRS POPPER, one that pops (to make sharp, explosive sound) [n] 

PORKERS EKOPRRS PORKER, pig [n] 

PORTERS EOPRRST PORTER, to carry luggage for pay [v] 

POSEURS EOPRSSU POSEUR, affected or insincere person [n] 

POSTERS EOPRSST POSTER, to affix public notices on [v] 

POTHERS EHOPRST POTHER, to trouble (to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to)) [v] 

POTTERS EOPRSTT POTTER, to putter (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner) [v] 

POTZERS EOPRSTZ POTZER, patzer (inept chess player) [n] 

POURERS EOPRRSU POURER, one that pours (to cause to flow) [n] 

POUTERS EOPRSTU POUTER, one that pouts (to protrude lips in ill humor) [n] 

POWDERS DEOPRSW POWDER, to reduce to powder (matter in finely divided state) [v] 
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POWTERS EOPRSTW POWTER, domestic pigeon [n] 

PRATERS AEPRRST PRATER, one that prates (to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially)) [n] 

PRAYERS AEPRRSY PRAYER, devout petition to deity [n] 

PREFERS EEFPRRS PREFER, to hold in higher regard or esteem [v] 

PRETORS EOPRRST PRETOR, praetor (ancient Roman magistrate) [n] 

PREYERS EEPRRSY PREYER, one that preys (to seize and devour animals for food) [n] 

PRICERS CEIPRRS PRICER, one that prices (to set value on) [n] 

PRIMERS EIMPRRS PRIMER, book that covers basics of subject [n] 

PRIZERS EIPRRSZ PRIZER, one who vies for reward [n] 

PROBERS BEOPRRS PROBER, one that probes (to investigate or examine thoroughly) [n] 

PROPERS EOPPRRS PROPER, portion of Mass [n] 

PROSERS EOPRRSS PROSER, prosaist (writer of prose) [n] 

PROVERS EOPRRSV PROVER, one that proves (to establish truth or validity of) [n] 

PRUNERS ENPRRSU PRUNER, one that prunes (to cut off branches or parts from) [n] 

PSYWARS APRSSWY PSYWAR, psychological warfare [n] 

PUCKERS CEKPRSU PUCKER, to gather into small wrinkles or folds [v] 

PUDEURS DEPRSUU PUDEUR, sense of shame or embarrassment [n] 

PUFFERS EFFPRSU PUFFER, one that puffs (to blow in short gusts) [n] 

PULLERS ELLPRSU PULLER, one that pulls (to exert force in order to cause motion toward force) [n] 

PULPERS ELPPRSU PULPER, one that pulps (to reduce to pulp (soft, moist mass of matter)) [n] 

PULSARS ALPRSSU PULSAR, celestial source of radio waves [n] 

PULSERS ELPRSSU PULSER, device that causes pulsations [n] 

PUMPERS EMPPRSU PUMPER, one that pumps (to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids)) [n] 

PUNKERS EKNPRSU PUNKER, punk rock musician [n] 

PUNNERS ENNPRSU PUNNER, punster (one who is given to punning) [n] 

PUNTERS ENPRSTU PUNTER, one that punts (to propel through water with pole) [n] 

PURGERS EGPRRSU PURGER, one that purges (to purify (to free from impurities)) [n] 

PURSERS EPRRSSU PURSER, officer in charge of ship's accounts [n] 

PUSHERS EHPRSSU PUSHER, one that pushes (to exert force in order to cause motion away from force) [n] 

PUTTERS EPRSTTU PUTTER, to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner [v] 

QINDARS ADINQRS QINDAR, qintar (monetary unit of Albania) [n] 

QINTARS AINQRST QINTAR, monetary unit of Albania [n] 

QUAKERS AEKQRSU QUAKER, one that quakes (to shake or vibrate) [n] 

QUASARS AAQRSSU QUASAR, distant celestial object emitting strong radio waves [n] 

QUAVERS AEQRSUV QUAVER, to quiver (to shake with slight but rapid motion) [v] 

QUEUERS EEQRSUU QUEUER, one that queues (to line up) [n] 

QUIVERS EIQRSUV QUIVER, to shake with slight but rapid motion [v] 

QUOTERS EOQRSTU QUOTER, one that quotes (to repeat words of) [n] 

RACKERS ACEKRRS RACKER, one that racks (to place in type of framework) [n] 

RAFTERS AEFRRST RAFTER, supporting beam [n] 

RAIDERS ADEIRRS RAIDER, one that raids (to make sudden assault on) [n] 

RAILERS AEILRRS RAILER, one that rails (to scold in abusive or insolent language) [n] 

RAISERS AEIRRSS RAISER, one that raises (to move to higher position) [n] 

RAMMERS AEMMRRS RAMMER, one that rams (to strike with great force) [n] 

RANCORS ACNORRS RANCOR, bitter and vindictive enmity [n] 

RANGERS AEGNRRS RANGER, officer supervising care of forest [n] 
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RANKERS AEKNRRS RANKER, enlisted soldier [n] 

RANTERS AENRRST RANTER, one that rants (to speak in loud or vehement manner) [n] 

RAPIERS AEIPRRS RAPIER, long, slender sword [n] 

RAPPERS AEPPRRS RAPPER, one that raps (to strike sharply) [n] 

RAPTORS AOPRRST RAPTOR, bird of prey [n] 

RASHERS AEHRRSS RASHER, thin slice of meat [n] 

RASPERS AEPRRSS RASPER, one that rasps (to rub with something rough) [n] 

RASTERS AERRSST RASTER, area reproducing images on picture tube of television set [n] 

RATTERS AERRSTT RATTER, animal used for catching rats [n] 

READERS ADEERRS READER, one that reads (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [n] 

REAMERS AEEMRRS REAMER, tool used to enlarge holes [n] 

REAPERS AEEPRRS REAPER, one that reaps (to cut for harvest) [n] 

REARERS AEERRRS REARER, one that rears (to lift upright) [n] 

REAVERS AEERRSV REAVER, one that reaves (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n] 

RECTORS CEORRST RECTOR, clergyman in charge of parish [n] 

REDDERS DDEERRS REDDER, one that redds (to put in order) [n] 

REDEARS ADEERRS REDEAR, common sunfish [n] 

REEFERS EEEFRRS REEFER, one that reefs (to reduce area of sail) [n] 

REEKERS EEEKRRS REEKER, one that reeks (to give off strong, unpleasant odor) [n] 

REELERS EEELRRS REELER, one that reels (to wind on type of rotary device) [n] 

REGEARS AEEGRRS REGEAR, to gear again [v] 

REHEARS AEEHRRS REHEAR, to hear again [v] 

REIVERS EEIRRSV REIVER, one that reives (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n] 

RELIERS EEILRRS RELIER, one that relies (to place trust or confidence) [n] 

RENDERS DEENRRS RENDER, to cause to be or become [v] 

RENTERS EENRRST RENTER, one that rents (to tear apart forcibly) [n] 

REPAIRS AEIPRRS REPAIR, to restore to good condition [v] 

REPOURS EOPRRSU REPOUR, to pour again [v] 

RESTERS EERRSST RESTER, one that rests (to refresh oneself by ceasing work or activity) [n] 

RETEARS AEERRST RETEAR, to tear again [v] 

REWEARS AEERRSW REWEAR, to wear again [v] 

RHETORS EHORRST RHETOR, teacher of rhetoric [n] 

RHYMERS EHMRRSY RHYMER, one that rhymes (to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds) [n] 

RIBBERS BBEIRRS RIBBER, one that ribs (to poke fun at) [n] 

RIBIERS BEIIRRS RIBIER, large, black grape [n] 

RIDDERS DDEIRRS RIDDER, one that rids (to free from something objectionable) [n] 

RIEVERS EEIRRSV RIEVER, reaver (one that reaves (to plunder)) [n] 

RIFLERS EFILRRS RIFLER, one that rifles (to search through and rob) [n] 

RIGGERS EGGIRRS RIGGER, one that rigs (to put in proper condition for use) [n] 

RIGOURS GIORRSU RIGOUR, rigor (strictness or severity) [n] 

RIMMERS EIMMRRS RIMMER, reamer (tool used to enlarge holes) [n] 

RINGERS EGINRRS RINGER, one that rings (to form ring (circular band) around) [n] 

RINSERS EINRRSS RINSER, one that rinses (to cleanse with clear water) [n] 

RIOTERS EIORRST RIOTER, one that riots (to take part in violent public disturbance) [n] 

RIPPERS EIPPRRS RIPPER, one that rips (to tear or cut apart roughly) [n] 

RISKERS EIKRRSS RISKER, one that risks (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [n] 
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RITTERS EIRRSTT RITTER, knight [n] 

ROAMERS AEMORRS ROAMER, one that roams (to move about without purpose or plan) [n] 

ROARERS AEORRRS ROARER, one that roars (to utter loud, deep sound) [n] 

ROBBERS BBEORRS ROBBER, one that robs (to take property from illegally) [n] 

ROCKERS CEKORRS ROCKER, rocking chair [n] 

ROLFERS EFLORRS ROLFER, one that rolfs (to practice type of massage) [n] 

ROLLERS ELLORRS ROLLER, rotating cylinder [n] 

ROMPERS EMOPRRS ROMPER, one that romps (to play boisterously) [n] 

ROOFERS EFOORRS ROOFER, one that builds or repairs roofs [n] 

ROOMERS EMOORRS ROOMER, lodger (one that resides in rented quarters) [n] 

ROOSERS EOORRSS ROOSER, one that rooses (to praise (to express approval or admiration of)) [n] 

ROOTERS EOORRST ROOTER, one that gives encouragement or support [n] 

ROSTERS EORRSST ROSTER, to place in list of names [v] 

ROTTERS EORRSTT ROTTER, scoundrel [n] 

ROUSERS EORRSSU ROUSER, one that rouses (to bring out of state of sleep or inactivity) [n] 

ROUTERS EORRSTU ROUTER, scooping tool [n] 

ROZZERS EORRSZZ ROZZER, policeman [n] 

RUBBERS BBERRSU RUBBER, to stretch one's neck in looking at something [v] 

RUDDERS DDERRSU RUDDER, vertical blade used to direct course of vessel [n] 

RUGGERS EGGRRSU RUGGER, rugby (form of football) [n] 

RUINERS EINRRSU RUINER, one that ruins (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n] 

RUMMERS EMMRRSU RUMMER, large drinking glass [n] 

RUMOURS MORRSUU RUMOUR, to rumor (to spread by hearsay) [v] 

RUNNERS ENNRRSU RUNNER, one that runs (to move by rapid steps) [n] 

RUSHERS EHRRSSU RUSHER, one that rushes (to move swiftly) [n] 

SACKERS ACEKRSS SACKER, one that sacks (to put into sack (large bag)) [n] 

SAGGARS AAGGRSS SAGGAR, to bake in saggar (protective clay casing) [v] 

SAGGERS AEGGRSS SAGGER, to saggar (to bake in saggar (protective clay casing)) [v] 

SAILERS AEILRSS SAILER, vessel that sails [n] 

SAILORS AILORSS SAILOR, member of ship's crew [n] 

SALTERS AELRSST SALTER, one that salts (to treat with salt (crystalline compound used as seasoning and preservative)) [n] 

SALVERS AELRSSV SALVER, tray or serving platter [n] 

SALVORS ALORSSV SALVOR, salvager (one that salvages (to save from loss or destruction)) [n] 

SALWARS AALRSSW SALWAR, shalwar (pair of loose trousers worn by some women of India) [n] 

SAMBARS AABMRSS SAMBAR, large Asian deer [n] 

SAMBURS ABMRSSU SAMBUR, sambar (large Asian deer) [n] 

SANDERS ADENRSS SANDER, one that sands (to smooth by rubbing with abrasive) [n] 

SANGARS AAGNRSS SANGAR, temporary fortification for two or three men [n] 

SANGERS AEGNRSS SANGER, sangar (temporary fortification for two or three men) [n] 

SANSARS AANRSSS SANSAR, sarsar (cold, whistling wind) [n] 

SANTIRS AINRSST SANTIR, Persian dulcimer [n] 

SANTURS ANRSSTU SANTUR, santir (Persian dulcimer) [n] 

SAPOURS AOPRSSU SAPOUR, sapor (flavor) [n] 

SAPPERS AEPPRSS SAPPER, military engineer [n] 

SARDARS AADRRSS SARDAR, sirdar (person of rank in India) [n] 

SARTORS AORRSST SARTOR, tailor [n] 
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SAUCERS ACERSSU SAUCER, small, shallow dish [n] 

SAUGERS AEGRSSU SAUGER, freshwater fish [n] 

SAVIORS AIORSSV SAVIOR, one that saves (to rescue from danger, injury, or loss) [n] 

SAVOURS AORSSUV SAVOUR, to savor (to taste or smell with pleasure) [v] 

SAWYERS AERSSWY SAWYER, one that saws wood for living [n] 

SCALARS AACLRSS SCALAR, mathematical quantity possessing only magnitude [n] 

SCALERS ACELRSS SCALER, one that scales (to climb up or over) [n] 

SCARERS ACERRSS SCARER, one that scares (to frighten (to make afraid)) [n] 

SCORERS CEORRSS SCORER, one that scores (to make point in game or contest) [n] 

SCOTERS CEORSST SCOTER, sea duck [n] 

SCRYERS CERRSSY SCRYER, one that scries (to foretell future by using crystal ball) [n] 

SEALERS AEELRSS SEALER, one that seals (to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage) [n] 

SEAMERS AEEMRSS SEAMER, one that seams (to join with seam (line formed by sewing two pieces of fabric together)) [n] 

SEATERS AEERSST SEATER, one that seats (to place on seat (something on which one sits)) [n] 

SECPARS ACEPRSS SECPAR, parsec (unit of astronomical distance) [n] 

SECTORS CEORSST SECTOR, to divide into sectors (sections) [v] 

SEEDERS DEEERSS SEEDER, one that seeds (to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in) [n] 

SEEKERS EEEKRSS SEEKER, one that seeks (to go in search of) [n] 

SEEMERS EEEMRSS SEEMER, one that seems (to give impression of being) [n] 

SEGGARS AEGGRSS SEGGAR, saggar [n] 

SEINERS EEINRSS SEINER, one that seines (to catch fish with large, vertically hanging net) [n] 

SEISERS EEIRSSS SEISER, seizer (one that seizes (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n] 

SEISORS EIORSSS SEISOR, seizor (one that takes seizin) [n] 

SEIZERS EEIRSSZ SEIZER, one that seizes (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [n] 

SEIZORS EIORSSZ SEIZOR, one that takes seizin [n] 

SELLERS EELLRSS SELLER, one that sells (to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration) [n] 

SENDERS DEENRSS SENDER, one that sends (to cause to go) [n] 

SENHORS EHNORSS SENHOR, Portuguese or Brazilian gentleman [n] 

SENIORS EINORSS SENIOR, person who is older than another [n] 

SENSORS ENORSSS SENSOR, device that receives and responds to stimulus [n] 

SERGERS EEGRRSS SERGER, machine for serging [n] 

SERVERS EERRSSV SERVER, one that serves another [n] 

SETTERS EERSSTT SETTER, one that sets (to put in particular position) [n] 

SHADERS ADEHRSS SHADER, one that shades (to screen from light or heat) [n] 

SHAKERS AEHKRSS SHAKER, one that shakes (to move to and fro with short, rapid movements) [n] 

SHAPERS AEHPRSS SHAPER, one that shapes (to give shape (outward form) to) [n] 

SHARERS AEHRRSS SHARER, one that shares (to have, get, or use in common with another or others) [n] 

SHAVERS AEHRSSV SHAVER, one that shaves (to sever hair close to roots) [n] 

SHEWERS EEHRSSW SHEWER, one that shews (to show (to cause or permit to be seen)) [n] 

SHIKARS AHIKRSS SHIKAR, to hunt (to pursue for food or sport) [v] 

SHINERS EHINRSS SHINER, one that shines (to emit light) [n] 

SHIVERS EHIRSSV SHIVER, to tremble with fear or cold [v] 

SHMEARS AEHMRSS SHMEAR, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SHMEERS EEHMRSS SHMEER, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SHOFARS AFHORSS SHOFAR, ram's-horn trumpet blown in certain Jewish rituals [n] 

SHOVERS EHORSSV SHOVER, one that shoves (to push roughly) [n] 
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SHOWERS EHORSSW SHOWER, to bathe in spray of water [v] 

SIDDURS DDIRSSU SIDDUR, Jewish prayer book [n] 

SIDLERS DEILRSS SIDLER, one that sidles (to move sideways) [n] 

SIFTERS EFIRSST SIFTER, one that sifts (to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))) [n] 

SIGHERS EGHIRSS SIGHER, one that sighs (to let out sigh (deep, audible breath)) [n] 

SIGNERS EGINRSS SIGNER, one that signs (to write one's name on) [n] 

SIGNORS GINORSS SIGNOR, Italian title of courtesy for man [n] 

SILLERS EILLRSS SILLER, silver [n] 

SILVERS EILRSSV SILVER, to cover with silver (metallic element) [v] 

SIMMERS EIMMRSS SIMMER, to cook below or just at boiling point [v] 

SIMPERS EIMPRSS SIMPER, to smile in silly manner [v] 

SINGERS EGINRSS SINGER, one that sings (to utter with musical inflections of voice) [n] 

SINKERS EIKNRSS SINKER, one that sinks (to move to lower level) [n] 

SINNERS EINNRSS SINNER, one that sins (to commit sin (offense against religious or moral law)) [n] 

SINTERS EINRSST SINTER, to make cohesive by combined action of heat and pressure [v] 

SIPPERS EIPPRSS SIPPER, one that sips (to drink in small quantities) [n] 

SIRDARS ADIRRSS SIRDAR, person of rank in India [n] 

SISTERS EIRSSST SISTER, to treat like sister (female sibling) [v] 

SITTERS EIRSSTT SITTER, one that sits (to rest on buttocks) [n] 

SKATERS AEKRSST SKATER, one that skates (to glide over ice or ground on skates (shoes fitted with runners or wheels)) [n] 

SKEWERS EEKRSSW SKEWER, to pierce with long pin, as meat [v] 

SKIVERS EIKRSSV SKIVER, one that skives (to pare (to cut off outer covering of)) [n] 

SLAKERS AEKLRSS SLAKER, one that slakes (to quench (to put out or extinguish)) [n] 

SLATERS AELRSST SLATER, one that slates (to cover with slate (roofing material)) [n] 

SLAVERS AELRSSV SLAVER, to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth)) [v] 

SLAYERS AELRSSY SLAYER, one that slays (to kill violently) [n] 

SLICERS CEILRSS SLICER, one that slices (to cut into thin, flat pieces) [n] 

SLIDERS DEILRSS SLIDER, one that slides (to move smoothly along surface) [n] 

SLIVERS EILRSSV SLIVER, to cut into long, thin pieces [v] 

SLOPERS ELOPRSS SLOPER, one that slopes (to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical)) [n] 

SMILERS EILMRSS SMILER, one that smiles (to upturn corners of mouth in pleasure) [n] 

SMITERS EIMRSST SMITER, one that smites (to strike heavily) [n] 

SMOKERS EKMORSS SMOKER, one that smokes (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [n] 

SNARERS AENRRSS SNARER, one that snares (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [n] 

SNIPERS EINPRSS SNIPER, one that snipes (to shoot at individuals from concealed place) [n] 

SNORERS ENORRSS SNORER, one that snores (to breathe loudly while sleeping) [n] 

SOAKERS AEKORSS SOAKER, one that soaks (to wet something thoroughly) [n] 

SOAPERS AEOPRSS SOAPER, serial melodrama on radio or television [n] 

SOARERS AEORRSS SOARER, one that soars (to fly at great height) [n] 

SOBBERS BBEORSS SOBBER, one that sobs (to cry with convulsive catching of breath) [n] 

SOCCERS CCEORSS SOCCER, type of ball game [n] 

SOLDERS DELORSS SOLDER, to join closely together [v] 

SOLVERS ELORSSV SOLVER, one that solves (to find answer or explanation for) [n] 

SONDERS DENORSS SONDER, class of small yachts [n] 

SOONERS ENOORSS SOONER, one who settles on government land before it is officially opened for settlement [n] 

SORDORS DOORRSS SORDOR, sordid state [n] 
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SORNERS ENORRSS SORNER, one that sorns (to force oneself on others for food and lodging) [n] 

SORTERS EORRSST SORTER, one that sorts (to arrange according to kind, class, or size) [n] 

SOUCARS ACORSSU SOUCAR, Hindu banker [n] 

SARSARS AARRSSS SARSAR, cold, whistling wind [n] 

SOUSERS EORSSSU SOUSER, drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n] 

SOUTERS EORSSTU SOUTER, shoemaker [n] 

SOWCARS ACORSSW SOWCAR, soucar (Hindu banker) [n] 

SPACERS ACEPRSS SPACER, one that spaces (to set some distance apart) [n] 

SPADERS ADEPRSS SPADER, one that spades (to take up with spade (digging implement)) [n] 

SPARERS AEPRRSS SPARER, one that spares (to refrain from punishing, harming, or destroying) [n] 

SPEWERS EEPRSSW SPEWER, one that spews (to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth)) [n] 

SPICERS CEIPRSS SPICER, one that spices (to season with spice (aromatic vegetable substance)) [n] 

SPIDERS DEIPRSS SPIDER, to move in scuttling manner [v] 

SPIKERS EIKPRSS SPIKER, one that spikes (to fasten with spike (long, thick nail)) [n] 

SPINORS INOPRSS SPINOR, type of mathematical vector [n] 

STAGERS AEGRSST STAGER, experienced person [n] 

STAKERS AEKRSST STAKER, one that marks off area with stakes [n] 

STARERS AERRSST STARER, one that stares (to gaze fixedly) [n] 

STATERS AERSSTT STATER, one that states (to set forth in words) [n] 

STATORS AORSSTT STATOR, part of machine about which rotor revolves [n] 

STAYERS AERSSTY STAYER, one that stays (to continue in place or condition) [n] 

STIVERS EIRSSTV STIVER, formerly used Dutch coin [n] 

STOKERS EKORSST STOKER, one that stokes (to supply furnace with fuel) [n] 

STONERS ENORSST STONER, one that stones (to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter)) [n] 

STOPERS EOPRSST STOPER, one that stopes (to excavate in layers, as ore) [n] 

STORERS EORRSST STORER, one that stores (to put away for future use) [n] 

STOVERS EORSSTV STOVER, coarse food for cattle [n] 

STUPORS OPRSSTU STUPOR, state of reduced sensibility [n] 

STYLERS ELRSSTY STYLER, one that styles (to name (to give title to)) [n] 

SUCCORS CCORSSU SUCCOR, to go to aid of [v] 

SUCKERS CEKRSSU SUCKER, to strip of lower shoots or branches [v] 

SUDSERS DERSSSU SUDSER, soap opera [n] 

SUFFERS EFFRSSU SUFFER, to feel pain or distress [v] 

SUITERS EIRSSTU SUITER, suitcase holding specified number of suits (sets of garments) [n] 

SUITORS IORSSTU SUITOR, one that is courting woman [n] 

SULFURS FLRSSUU SULFUR, to treat with sulfur (nonmetallic element) [v] 

SULKERS EKLRSSU SULKER, one that sulks (to be sulky) [n] 

SUMMERS EMMRSSU SUMMER, to pass summer (warmest season of year) [v] 

SUNDERS DENRSSU SUNDER, to break apart [v] 

SUNKERS EKNRSSU SUNKER, ridge of rock near surface of sea [n] 

SUPPERS EPPRSSU SUPPER, evening meal [n] 

SURFERS EFRRSSU SURFER, one that surfs (to ride breaking waves on long, narrow board) [n] 

SURGERS EGRRSSU SURGER, one that surges (to move in swelling manner) [n] 

SUTLERS ELRSSTU SUTLER, one that peddles goods to soldiers [n] 

SWAGERS AEGRSSW SWAGER, one that swages (to shape with hammering tool) [n] 

SWAYERS AERSSWY SWAYER, one that sways (to move slowly back and forth) [n] 
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SWILERS EILRSSW SWILER, one that hunts seals [n] 

SWIPERS EIPRSSW SWIPER, one that swipes (to strike with sweeping blow) [n] 

SYPHERS EHPRSSY SYPHER, to overlap so as to make even surface, as beveled plank edges [v] 

TABOURS ABORSTU TABOUR, to tabor (to beat on small drum) [v] 

TACKERS ACEKRST TACKER, one that tacks (to fasten with tacks (short, sharp-pointed nails)) [n] 

TAGGERS AEGGRST TAGGER, one that tags (to provide with tag (identifying marker)) [n] 

TAILERS AEILRST TAILER, one that secretly follows another [n] 

TAILORS AILORST TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

TALKERS AEKLRST TALKER, one that talks (to communicate by speaking) [n] 

TAMBURS ABMRSTU TAMBUR, tambura (stringed instrument) [n] 

TAMPERS AEMPRST TAMPER, to interfere in harmful manner [v] 

TANKERS AEKNRST TANKER, ship designed to transport liquids [n] 

TANNERS AENNRST TANNER, one that tans (to convert hide into leather by soaking in chemicals) [n] 

TAPPERS AEPPRST TAPPER, one that taps (to strike gently) [n] 

TARTARS AARRSTT TARTAR, crust on teeth [n] 

TASTERS AERSSTT TASTER, one that tastes (to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth) [n] 

TATTERS AERSTTT TATTER, to become torn and worn [v] 

TEARERS AEERRST TEARER, one that tears or rips [n] 

TEASERS AEERSST TEASER, one that teases (to make fun of) [n] 

TEDDERS DDEERST TEDDER, to ted (hay) with machine [v] 

TEEMERS EEEMRST TEEMER, one that teems (to be full to overflowing) [n] 

TEENERS EEENRST TEENER, teenager (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [n] 

TEETERS EEERSTT TEETER, to move unsteadily [v] 

TELFERS EEFLRST TELFER, to telpher (to transport by system of aerial cable cars) [v] 

TELLERS EELLRST TELLER, one that tells (to give detailed account of) [n] 

TEMPERS EEMPRST TEMPER, to moderate by adding counterbalancing agent [v] 

TENDERS DEENRST TENDER, to present for acceptance [v] 

TENNERS EENNRST TENNER, ten-dollar bill [n] 

TENOURS ENORSTU TENOUR, tenor (high male singing voice) [n] 

TENSORS ENORSST TENSOR, muscle that stretches body part [n] 

TENTERS EENRSTT TENTER, to stretch on type of frame [v] 

TERMERS EEMRRST TERMER, prisoner serving specified sentence [n] 

TERMORS EMORRST TERMOR, one that holds land for certain number of years [n] 

TERRORS EORRRST TERROR, intense fear [n] 

TESTERS EERSSTT TESTER, one that tests (to evaluate by examination) [n] 

TETHERS EEHRSTT TETHER, to fasten to fixed object with rope [v] 

TETTERS EERSTTT TETTER, skin disease [n] 

TEXTERS EERSTTX TEXTER, one that texts (to send message from one cell phone to another) [n] 

THALERS AEHLRST THALER, taler (formerly used German coin) [n] 

THAWERS AEHRSTW THAWER, one that thaws (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [n] 

THENARS AEHNRST THENAR, palm of hand [n] 

TICKERS CEIKRST TICKER, one that ticks (to make recurrent clicking sound) [n] 

TIDIERS DEIIRST TIDIER, one that tidies (to make tidy) [n] 

TILLERS EILLRST TILLER, to put forth stems from root [v] 

TILTERS EILRSTT TILTER, one that tilts (to cause to slant) [n] 

TIMBERS BEIMRST TIMBER, to furnish with timber (wood used as building material) [v] 
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TINDERS DEINRST TINDER, readily combustible material [n] 

TINKERS EIKNRST TINKER, to repair in unskilled or experimental manner [v] 

TINNERS EINNRST TINNER, tin miner [n] 

TINTERS EINRSTT TINTER, one that tints (to color slightly or delicately) [n] 

TIPPERS EIPPRST TIPPER, one that tips (to tilt (to cause to slant)) [n] 

TITFERS EFIRSTT TITFER, hat [n] 

TITHERS EHIRSTT TITHER, one that tithes (to pay tithe (small tax)) [n] 

TITTERS EIRSTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v] 

TOCHERS CEHORST TOCHER, to give dowry to [v] 

TOILERS EILORST TOILER, one that toils (to work strenuously) [n] 

TOLLERS ELLORST TOLLER, collector of tolls [n] 

TONGERS EGNORST TONGER, one that tongs (to lift with type of grasping device) [n] 

TONNERS ENNORST TONNER, object having specified tonnage [n] 

TOOLERS ELOORST TOOLER, one that tools (to form or finish with tool (implement used in manual work)) [n] 

TOOTERS EOORSTT TOOTER, one that toots (to sound horn or whistle in short blasts) [n] 

TOPPERS EOPPRST TOPPER, one that tops (to cut off top (highest part, point, or surface) of) [n] 

TORPORS OOPRRST TORPOR, mental or physical inactivity [n] 

TOSSERS EORSSST TOSSER, one that tosses (to throw lightly) [n] 

TOTTERS EORSTTT TOTTER, to walk unsteadily [v] 

TOURERS EORRSTU TOURER, large, open automobile [n] 

TOUTERS EORSTTU TOUTER, one that touts (to solicit brazenly) [n] 

TRACERS ACERRST TRACER, one that traces (to follow course of) [n] 

TRADERS ADERRST TRADER, one that trades (to give in exchange for another commodity) [n] 

TREMORS EMORRST TREMOR, to undergo shaking or quivering [v] 

TRIMERS EIMRRST TRIMER, type of chemical compound [n] 

TROCARS ACORRST TROCAR, surgical instrument [n] 

TROVERS EORRSTV TROVER, type of legal action [n] 

TUBBERS BBERSTU TUBBER, one that tubs (to wash in tub (round, open vessel)) [n] 

TUCKERS CEKRSTU TUCKER, to weary (to make or become weary) [v] 

TUFTERS EFRSTTU TUFTER, one that tufts (to form into tufts (clusters of flexible outgrowths attached at base)) [n] 

TUGGERS EGGRSTU TUGGER, one that tugs (to pull with force) [n] 

TUMOURS MORSTUU TUMOUR, tumor (abnormal swelling) [n] 

TURGORS GORRSTU TURGOR, quality or state of being turgid [n] 

TURNERS ENRRSTU TURNER, one that turns (to move around central point) [n] 

TUSKERS EKRSSTU TUSKER, animal with tusks [n] 

TUSSARS ARSSSTU TUSSAR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSERS ERSSSTU TUSSER, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSORS ORSSSTU TUSSOR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSURS RSSSTUU TUSSUR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TWINERS EINRSTW TWINER, one that twines (to twist together) [n] 

TWOFERS EFORSTW TWOFER, something sold at rate of two for price of one [n] 

ULSTERS ELRSSTU ULSTER, long, loose overcoat [n] 

UNBEARS ABENRSU UNBEAR, to free from pressure of rein [v] 

UNDOERS DENORSU UNDOER, one that undoes (to bring to ruin) [n] 

UNHAIRS AHINRSU UNHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

UNITERS EINRSTU UNITER, one that unites (to bring together so as to form whole) [n] 
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UNMOORS MNOORSU UNMOOR, to release from moorings [v] 

UPBEARS ABEPRSU UPBEAR, to raise aloft [v] 

UPREARS AEPRRSU UPREAR, to upraise (to raise up) [v] 

UPROARS AOPRRSU UPROAR, state of noisy excitement and confusion [n] 

UPSOARS AOPRSSU UPSOAR, to soar upward [v] 

UPSTIRS IPRSSTU UPSTIR, to stir up [v] 

UPTEARS AEPRSTU UPTEAR, to tear out by roots [v] 

URETERS EERRSTU URETER, duct that conveys urine from kidney to bladder [n] 

USURERS ERRSSUU USURER, one that practices usury [n] 

UVULARS ALRSUUV UVULAR, uvularly produced sound [n] 

VALKYRS AKLRSVY VALKYR, valkyrie (maiden in Norse mythology) [n] 

VALOURS ALORSUV VALOUR, valor (courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n] 

VALUERS AELRSUV VALUER, one that values (to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of) [n] 

VAMPERS AEMPRSV VAMPER, one that vamps (to repair or patch) [n] 

VANNERS AENNRSV VANNER, person who owns van [n] 

VAPOURS AOPRSUV VAPOUR, to vapor (to emit vapor (visible floating moisture)) [v] 

VARIERS AEIRRSV VARIER, one that varies (to become or make different) [n] 

VEALERS AEELRSV VEALER, calf raised for food [n] 

VECTORS CEORSTV VECTOR, to guide in flight by means of radioed directions [v] 

VEILERS EEILRSV VEILER, one that veils (to provide with veil (piece of sheer fabric worn over face)) [n] 

VEINERS EEINRSV VEINER, tool used in wood carving [n] 

VELOURS ELORSUV VELOUR, fabric resembling velvet [n] 

VENDERS DEENRSV VENDER, vendor (seller (one that sells (sell))) [n] 

VENDORS DENORSV VENDOR, seller (one that sells (to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration)) [n] 

VENEERS EEENRSV VENEER, to overlay with thin layers of material [v] 

VENTERS EENRSTV VENTER, abdomen (body cavity containing viscera) [n] 

VERGERS EEGRRSV VERGER, church official [n] 

VERSERS EERRSSV VERSER, verseman (one who versifies) [n] 

VESPERS EEPRSSV VESPER, evening service, prayer, or song [n] 

VETOERS EEORSTV VETOER, one that vetoes (to forbid or prevent authoritatively) [n] 

VETTERS EERSTTV VETTER, one that evaluates something for approval [n] 

VIATORS AIORSTV VIATOR, traveler (one that travels (to go from one place to another)) [n] 

VICTORS CIORSTV VICTOR, one who defeats adversary (opponent (one that opposes another)) [n] 

VIEWERS EEIRSVW VIEWER, one that views (to look at) [n] 

VIGOURS GIORSUV VIGOUR, vigor (active strength or force) [n] 

VIRGERS EGIRRSV VIRGER, verger (church official) [n] 

VIZIERS EIIRSVZ VIZIER, high official in some Muslim countries [n] 

VOGUERS EGORSUV VOGUER, one that vogues (to imitate poses of fashion models) [n] 

VOICERS CEIORSV VOICER, one that voices (to express or utter) [n] 

VOIDERS DEIORSV VOIDER, one that voids (to make void (of no legal force or effect)) [n] 

VOYEURS EORSUVY VOYEUR, one who is sexually gratified by looking at sexual objects or acts [n] 

VULGARS AGLRSUV VULGAR, common person [n] 

WADDERS ADDERSW WADDER, one that wads (to form into wad (small mass of soft material)) [n] 

WAFTERS AEFRSTW WAFTER, one that wafts (to carry lightly over air or water) [n] 

WAGGERS AEGGRSW WAGGER, one that wags (to move briskly up and down or to and fro) [n] 

WAILERS AEILRSW WAILER, one that wails (to utter long, mournful cry) [n] 
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WAITERS AEIRSTW WAITER, to work as male server in restaurant [v] 

WAIVERS AEIRSVW WAIVER, act of waiving something [n] 

WALKERS AEKLRSW WALKER, one that walks (to advance on foot) [n] 

WANDERS ADENRSW WANDER, to move about with no destination or purpose [v] 

WANKERS AEKNRSW WANKER, offensive word [n] 

WANTERS AENRSTW WANTER, one that wants (to have desire for) [n] 

WARDERS ADERRSW WARDER, person who guards something [n] 

WARMERS AEMRRSW WARMER, one that warms (to make warm) [n] 

WARNERS AENRRSW WARNER, one that warns (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [n] 

WARPERS AEPRRSW WARPER, one that warps (to turn or twist out of shape) [n] 

WASHERS AEHRSSW WASHER, one that washes (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid) [n] 

WASTERS AERSSTW WASTER, one that wastes (to use thoughtlessly) [n] 

WEANERS AEENRSW WEANER, one that weans (to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment) [n] 

WEARERS AEERRSW WEARER, one that wears something [n] 

WEAVERS AEERSVW WEAVER, one that weaves (to form by interlacing threads) [n] 

WEDDERS DDEERSW WEDDER, one that weds (to marry (to enter into marriage)) [n] 

WEEDERS DEEERSW WEEDER, one that weeds (to urinate) [n] 

WEEPERS EEEPRSW WEEPER, one that weeps (to express sorrow by shedding tears) [n] 

WEEVERS EEERSVW WEEVER, marine fish [n] 

WEINERS EEINRSW WEINER, wiener (frankfurter) [n] 

WELDERS DEELRSW WELDER, one that welds (to join by applying heat) [n] 

WELDORS DELORSW WELDOR, welder (one that welds (to join by applying heat)) [n] 

WELTERS EELRSTW WELTER, to roll about [v] 

WESTERS EERSSTW WESTER, to move toward west [v] 

WETHERS EEHRSTW WETHER, gelded male sheep [n] 

WETTERS EERSTTW WETTER, one that wets (to make wet) [n] 

WHALERS AEHLRSW WHALER, person engaged in whaling [n] 

WHINERS EHINRSW WHINER, one that whines (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound) [n] 

WICKERS CEIKRSW WICKER, slender, pliant twig or branch [n] 

WIDDERS DDEIRSW WIDDER, widow [n] 

WIENERS EEINRSW WIENER, frankfurter [n] 

WIGGERS EGGIRSW WIGGER, unreliable or eccentric person [n] 

WILDERS DEILRSW WILDER, to bewilder (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [v] 

WILLERS EILLRSW WILLER, one that wills (to decide upon) [n] 

WINCERS CEINRSW WINCER, one that winces (to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily)) [n] 

WINDERS DEINRSW WINDER, one that winds (to pass around object or fixed center) [n] 

WINGERS EGINRSW WINGER, certain player in soccer [n] 

WINKERS EIKNRSW WINKER, one that winks (to close and open one eye quickly) [n] 

WINNERS EINNRSW WINNER, one that wins (to be victorious) [n] 

WINTERS EINRSTW WINTER, to pass winter (coldest season of year) [v] 

WISHERS EHIRSSW WISHER, one that wishes (to feel impulse toward attainment or possession of something) [n] 

WITHERS EHIRSTW WITHER, to dry up and wilt [v] 

WITTERS EIRSTTW WITTER, to speak at length on trivial matters [v] 

WOLFERS EFLORSW WOLFER, one who hunts wolves (carnivorous mammal) [n] 

WOLVERS ELORSVW WOLVER, wolfer (one who hunts wolves (carnivorous mammal)) [n] 

WONDERS DENORSW WONDER, to have feeling of curiosity or doubt [v] 
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WONNERS ENNORSW WONNER, prodigy (child having exceptional talent or ability) [n] 

WOOFERS EFOORSW WOOFER, loudspeaker designed to reproduce low-pitched sounds [n] 

WOOLERS ELOORSW WOOLER, domestic animal raised for its wool [n] 

WORKERS EKORRSW WORKER, one that works (to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose) [n] 

WORMERS EMORRSW WORMER, one that worms (to rid of worms (small, limbless invertebrates)) [n] 

WOWSERS EORSSWW WOWSER, puritanical person [n] 

WRITERS EIRRSTW WRITER, one that writes (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument) [n] 

WUTHERS EHRSTUW WUTHER, to blow with dull roaring sound [v] 

XYSTERS ERSSTXY XYSTER, surgical instrument for scraping bones [n] 

YABBERS ABBERSY YABBER, to jabber (to talk rapidly) [v] 

YAKKERS AEKKRSY YAKKER, one that yaks (to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially)) [n] 

YAMMERS AEMMRSY YAMMER, to whine or complain peevishly [v] 

YAPPERS AEPPRSY YAPPER, one that yaps (to bark shrilly) [n] 

YARDERS ADERRSY YARDER, one having specified number of yards in length [n] 

YARNERS AENRRSY YARNER, one that yarns (to tell long story) [n] 

YATTERS AERSTTY YATTER, to talk idly [v] 

YAUPERS AEPRSUY YAUPER, one that yaups (to yawp (to utter loud, harsh cry)) [n] 

YAWNERS AENRSWY YAWNER, one that yawns (to open mouth wide with deep inhalation of air) [n] 

YAWPERS AEPRSWY YAWPER, one that yawps (to utter loud, harsh cry) [n] 

YELLERS EELLRSY YELLER, one that yells (to cry out loudly) [n] 

YELPERS EELPRSY YELPER, one that yelps (to utter sharp, shrill cry) [n] 

YODLERS DELORSY YODLER, yodeler (one that yodels (to sing with fluctuating voice)) [n] 

YONDERS DENORSY YONDER, far distance [n] 

YONKERS EKNORSY YONKER, younker (young gentleman) [n] 

YOWLERS ELORSWY YOWLER, one that yowls (to utter loud, long, mournful cry) [n] 

ZAFFARS AAFFRSZ ZAFFAR, zaffer (blue ceramic coloring) [n] 

ZAFFERS AEFFRSZ ZAFFER, blue ceramic coloring [n] 

ZAFFIRS AFFIRSZ ZAFFIR, zaffer (blue ceramic coloring) [n] 

ZANDERS ADENRSZ ZANDER, freshwater fish [n] 

ZAPPERS AEPPRSZ ZAPPER, device that zaps [n] 

ZEPHYRS EHPRSYZ ZEPHYR, gentle breeze [n] 

ZESTERS EERSSTZ ZESTER, utensil for peeling citrus rind [n] 

ZINGERS EGINRSZ ZINGER, pointed witty retort or remark [n] 

ZIPPERS EIPPRSZ ZIPPER, to fasten with zipper (fastener consisting of two rows of interlocking teeth) [v] 

ZITHERS EHIRSTZ ZITHER, stringed instrument [n] 

ZOSTERS EORSSTZ ZOSTER, virus disease [n] 


